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OVERFLOW DOWNDRAWN GLASS
FORMING METIIOD AND APPARATU5

REFERENCI~ TO RELATfiD APPLICATIONS

This application claims an invention the! was disclosed in
one of the following provisional applications:

1} Provisional.Appiication No. 60/310,989, filed Aug. 8,
2001, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING DEVICE";

2) Provisional Application No. b0/3i6,676, filed Aug. 31,
2001, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING DEVICE' ;

3} Provisional Application No. 60/31$,726, tiled Sep. 12,
2001, entiticd "SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARA-
TUS' ;

4) Provisional Application No. fiD/318,808, filed Sep. i3,
2Q01, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARA-
TUS";

^ Provisional^Application No. 60!345,464, &!ed Jan. 3,
2002, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARA-
TUS' ; and

6) Provisional Application No. b0^345,465, filed Jan. 3,
2002, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARA-
TUS".

The benefit under 35 U5C §119(e) of the United States
provisional applications is hereby claimed, and the afore-
mentioned applications are hereby incorporated herein by
reference.

'Ibis application claims an invention related to U.S.
application 5er. No. 09/851,627, filed May 9, 2001, entitled
"SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARATUS". The afore-
mentioned application is hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE IN'VlrNTION

1. Field of the Invention
The invention pertains generally to the manufacture of

glass sheets , and, more particularly, to glass streets formed
from an overflow process.

2. Dcscniption of Related Art
The glass thaE is used for semiconductor powered display

applications, and particularly for TFT/LCD display devices
Ehai are widely used for computer displays, must have very
high surface qualify to allow the successful application of
semiconductor type material . Sheet glass made using the
apparatus of U.S. Pat. No. 3,338,696, assigned to Coming,
Inc., makes the highest quality glass as formed and does not
require past-processing. The Comirtg patent makes glass by
a manufacturing process termed : "The Overflow Process".
Glass made using other processes requires grinding and/or
polishing and thus does not have as fine a surface finish. The
glass sheet must also wnform to stringent thickness varia-
tion and warp specifications. The fine surface finish is
formed from tirgin glass primarily from the center of the
glass stream. This glass has not been in contact with Foreign
surfaces since the stirring operation.

The teachings of U.S. Pat. No. 3,338,696 are still the state
of Ehc art as practiced today. However, the apparatus has
limitations.

A. major drawback of the appaza[us of "The Overflow
Process" is that, even though it makes excellent glass over
moll of the surface, the surface of fhe glass sheet neares! the
inlet is composed o£ glass that has Bowed in proximity to the
feeding pipe surfaces and therefore is subject to lower
quality.

Another drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is Shat, even though its makes excellenE glass

during stable operating conditions, it recovers from transient
conditonss very slowly. This is caused in part by quiescent
zones of glass How itt the pipes conducting the glass from
the stirring device to the apparatus when these pipes are

s designed using traditional practice . During unintended pro-
cess transient these quiescent zones slowly bleed glass of a
previous material composition into the main process stream
of glass causing defects. These defects eventually subside
when the process stabilizes; however, there is a period of

to lime where the quality of the glass sheet is substandard.

Yet another drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is the limited means for controlling the thickness of
the formed sheet. The selective cooling of the glass with
respect to width as the sheet is farmed is trot provided in

]5 current practice.

The Thickness control system of U.S. Pat. No. 3,682,609
can compensate for small thickness errors, but it can only
redislrr'bute the glass over distances on the order of 5-10 cm.

Another drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflowzo
Process" is that the forming apparatus deforms during a
manufacturing campaign in a manner such that [hc glass
sheet no longer meets [he thickticss specification. This is a
primary cause for premature lerminalion of the production

25 run.

A further drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is that surface tension and body forces have a major
effect on the molten glass How down the cxtemaI sides of the
forming apparatus causing the sheet to be narrower than the

gp forming apparatus and the edges of the formed sheet to have
thick beads.

U.S. Pat. No, 3,451,798 provides for edge directors which
endeavor to compensate for the surface tension effects but
are in reality a correction for problems created by restricting

ss the forming apparatus cross-section to a single profile on its
external surface.

Another drawback of the prior art is that the glass sheet is
not inherently flat when drawn from the forming apparatus.

Yel another drawback of the apparatus n[ "The Overflow
4° Process" is that the drawing of the sheet from the bottom of

the apparatus has a propensity to have a cyclic variation in
sheet thickness. This cycBe thickness variation is a strong
function of uncontrolled air currents, which tend to become
mare prevalent as the equipment ages during a production

as campaign . As the apparatus ages , air leaks develop Through
cracks in malcrial and assorted openings caused by differ-
cnlial expansion.

Therefore, there is a need in the art for an apparatus which
s° overcomes the shortcomings of the prior art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, all the
glass that forms the surface of the useful area of the sheet is

ss virgin glass which is not contaminated by flow in proximity
to a refractory ar refractory metal surface after the stirring
operation. in addition, This embodiment significantly reduce
inhomogeneilies in the glass Ehat forms the sheet by relo-
cating or eliminating the regions of quiescent flow in the

6o P1P^$ between the stirring device and the sheet glass
forming apparatus.

In another preferred embodimcnl, this invention intro-
duces aprecise thermal control system to redistribute the
flaw of molten glass aI the weirs which is the most critical

Gs arcs of the farming process. This thermal control cffectivcly
counteracts the degradation of the sheet forming apparatus
which inevitably occurs during a production campaign:
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4
to a' location approximately 45 degrees to the side with
respect to the centerline of the forming apparatus in a
preferred embodiroenl of the presen ! invention.

FIG. 7D shows a side view of PIG. 7C.
5 FIG. 8 illustrates a howl in "The Overflow Process" as

known in the prior art.

FIG. 9A shows a downcomer pipe feeding the forming
apparatus inlet with minimum quiescent flow in a preferred

^o embodiment of the present invention.

FTG. 9B shows a top view of FIG. 9A.
FIG. 9C shows a detail of the downcomer pipe to trough

isle! pipe connection showing the glass flow pattern in a
preferred embodiment of the prescn ! invention.

is FIG . l0A shows the How between the downcomer pipe
" and the forming apparatus inlet in "The t7vcrfiow Process"

as known in the prior art.

FIG. 10B shows a lop view of FIG. IOA.
20 FIC . lOC shows a detail of the downcomer pipe to trough

inlet pipe connection showing the glass flow pattern as
known in the prior art.

FIC. i]Ashows the principle pans of a typical "Overflow
Process" manufacturing system,

as FIG. 11B shows a section of FIG. 11A.

FIG. 12A illustrates a side view of the glass flowing
through the forming trough.

FIG. 12I3 shows a section through the center of the

3o
forming trough of FIG . 12A showing Ehc cooling zones.

FIG. 13A shows a revised single heating chamber mufl7e
design in a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 13B shows a section of FIG. 13A.
FCG, 14A shows air cooling tubes to effect localized

ss cooling to the mohen glass as i! passes over the weirs in a
preferred embodimsnl of the invention.

FTG. 14B shows a section of FIG. 14A.

FiG.15Ashows a muffle witL multiple heating chambers
an in a preferred embodiment oC the invention.

FIG. 15B shows a section of FIG. ISA.

FIG. 16A shows radiant coolers which effect localized
cooling to the molten glass as it passes over the weirs in a
prcfcrrcd embodiment of the invention.

as FIG . 1bB shows a section of FIG. 1tiA.
FIG. I7A illustrates how the prior art trough design

deforms as a result of thermal creep.

FIG. I7B shows another view of FIG. 17A.
FIG. 18A shows the farming trough support system as

50 known in the prior art.
FIG. 1$B shows soother view of FIG. IBA.
FIG, 16C shows another view of FIG. 18A.
FIG. 18D shows another view oC FIG. I&A.

ss FIG. 19A shows single shaped compression blocks on
each end of the trough in a preferred embodiment of the
present invention.

FIG. 19B shows another view of FIG: 19A.
FIG. 19C shows another view of FTG. 19A.

6° FIC. I9D shows another view of F[G. 19A.
FIG, 20A show a single sh aped compression block on one

end of the trough and multiple shaped compression blocks
on Ehc other end in a preferred embodiment of the present

Gs invention.

FIG. 24H shows another view of FIG. 20A.
P[G, 24C shows another view of FIG. 20A.

In yet another preferred embodiment , the invention intro-
duces a counteracing force to these stresses on Ehe trough in
a manner such that the thermal creep which inevitably
occurs has a minimum impac! an the glass flow character-
istics of the fomting trough. This embodiment is designed
such Ihat this counteracting force is maintained through an
extended period of the production campaign . 'T'hus, sheet
glass may be manufactured Cor a longer lime wish the same
forming Irough.

Another preferred embodiment creates a variable external
cross-section which alters the direction sad magnitude of the
surface tension and body force stresses and thus, reduces the
adverse influence of surface tension and body farces on
sheet width.

In an allemaEive prcfcrrcd embodiment, the glass is pref-
erentially caeled across its width to create farming stresses
during soEidification , which ensure that the glass sheet
drawn is inherently flat.

In a further preferred embodiment , this invention adjusts
the intema! pressure in each of the major components of the
Forming apparatus such that the pressure difference across
any leakage path to the forming zone is essentially zero.
Therefore , air leakage in the apparatus is minimized even
though the cracks and openings exist during iaidal operation
and develop during manufacturing.

BRIEF DESCfiIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates the principle parts of "The Overflow
Process" glass sheet manufacturing system.

F[G. 2A shows a side view of "The Overflow Process" as
known in flat prior art.

FfG. 2B shows across-section of the glass How in the
downcomer pipe across lines B-b of FIG. 2A.

FTG. 2Cshows across-section across lines C-C of FIG,
2A, where the glass flow in the dowacomer pipe appears in
the sheet for '"I'he Overflow Process".

FIG. 3A shows a side view of a surface flow distribution
device in a preferred embodiment of the preseot invention,

FIG. 3B shows a top view of a surface $ow distribution
device in a preferred embodiment of !be present invention.

FIG. 4Ashows a side view of a submerged flow distri-
bution device in a prcfcrrcd embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 4B shows a top view of a submerged flow distribu-
tion device is a prcfcrrcd embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

FIG. SAshows a side view of "The t]verflow Process" in
an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5B shows the glass flow in the downcomer pipe
across lines B--B of FIG. SA when a flow distribution
device is used.

FIG. SC shows across-section across lines C-C of FIG.
5A, where the glass flow in the downcomer pipe appears in
!hc sheet when a Haw distribution device is used.

FIG. 6 shows a bowl with an inclined axis which diffuses
Ehc quiescent flow zone at the bowl nose in a preferred
embodiment of the present invcnlioo.

FIG. 7A shows ibe !op view of a bawl with side inflow
which relocates the quiescent flaw zone from the bowl nose
to the bowl side in a preferred embodiment of the present
iovention.

FIG. '733 shows a side view of FIG, 7A.
FIG. 7C shows the lop view of a bow [ with side inflow

which relocates the quiescent flow zone from Ehc bowl nose
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FIG. 20D shows another view of FIG. 20A.
FIG. 21A shows a trough design as known in the prior art.
FIG. 21B shows a top view of FIG. 21A.
FIG. 21C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 2IA across lines Cam, s
FIG. 21D shows across -section of the trough design

shown in FIG , 21A across lines D-D.
FIG. 21E shows across -section of the trough design

shown in FIC . 21A across lines ^E.
FIG. 21F shows a cross^cction of the trough design 1

shown in FIG. 21A across lines ^ F.
FIG. 21G shows a crossscctian of the trough design

shown in FIG . 2IA across lines Gam.
FIG. 22A shows a reduced inverted slope at each end of

the trough in a preferred embodiment of the present inven- ^
tion.

FIG. 22B shows a lop view of FIG. 22A.
FIG. 22C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 22A across lines C-C. z
FIG. 22D shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 22A across lines D-D.
FIG. 22B shows a cross^ectinn of the trough design

shown in FIC . 22A across lines E-E.
FIG. 22F shows across-section of the trough design

shown is FIG . 22A across lines F-E
FIG. 22G shows across -section of the Erough design

shown in FIG . 22A across lines G---G.
FIG. 23A shows an allcma [e embodiment of the present

invention with further modihcd ends. 3

FIG. 23B shows a lap view of FIG. 23A.
FiG. 23C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 23A across lines C--C.
FIG. Z3D shows across-section of the trough design as

shown in FIG . 23A across lines D-D.
FIG. 231: shows across-section of the trough design

shown .in FIG . 23A across lines E^-^-E.
FIG. 23F shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 23A across lines F--F. 40
FIG. 23G shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 23A across lines G---G.
FIG. 24A shows an aAemate embodiment of the present

invention with the potential for increased stntclural stiffness.
F7G. 24B shows a top view of FIG. 24A. as
FIG. 24C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 24A across lines Cam.
FIG. 24D shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 24A across lines D-D.
FIG. 24E shows across-section of the trough design 50

shown in FIG . 24A across lines E-E.
F7G. 24F shows a cross^ectian of the trough design

shown in FIG . 24A across lints F-F.
FIG. 24G shows across -section of the trough design ss

shown in FIG . 24A across lines G^`i.
FIG. 25A shows a forming trough with a convex upward

forrning root which solidifies the center glass before the
edge glass in a preferred embodiment of !hc present inven-
tion,

60
FIG. 25B shows another view of FIG. 25A,
FIG. 25C shows another view of FIG. 25A
FIG. 25D shows another view of PIG. 25A.
FIG. 2SA shows a Forming trough with a convex down-

wardforming mot which solidifies the edge glass before the cs
center glass in a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

G
FIG. 26B shows another view of FIG. 26A.

FIG. 26C shows another view of FIG. 2bA.

FIG. 26D shows another view of FIG. 26A.

FIG. 27A shows a Forming trough with a complexly
shaped forming root to solidify the glass in a unique manner
over its width in a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 27B shows another view of FIG. 27A.

o FIG . 27C shows another view of FIG. 27A.

FIG. 27I1 shows another view of FIG. 27A

FIG. 28A illustrates the cooling process in "The Overflow
Process" glass sheet forming system as known in the prior

s art.

F[G. 2813 shows a section of FIG. 28A.
FIG. 29A shows how the pressure in the muffle zone may

be controlled to minimize leakage in a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention.

o FIG. 29B shows a section of FIG. 29A.
FIG. 30A shows haw the pressure in the muffie door zone

may be controlled to minimize leakage in a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 30B shows a section of FfG. 30A.
^ FIG . 3IA shows how the pressure in the transition zone

may be controlled to minimize leakage in a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 31B shows a section of FIG. 31A.
o FIG . 32A shows how the pressure in the annealer and

pulling machine zone may be controlled to minimize leak-
age in a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

F[G. 32B shows a section of FIG. 32A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

The flow dynamics of this invention are such that the
outside surfaces of the glass sheet are formed from thor-
oughly mixed virgin glass that comes fzom the center of the
glass stream flowing into the forming apparatus and thus bas
not contacted a refractory or reli •aclary metal surface, This
produces the highest possible surface quality. This pristine
surface is essential for the manufacture of LCD/I'FT semi-
conductor disglaydevices . Iaaddition , the flow dynamics in
all embodiments of this invention are such that the flow rare
of molten glass to the forming wedge at the bottom of [he
forming trough is substantially uniform over its width.

Referring to FIGS . 1, IlA and 11B, a typical "Gverfiow
Process" manufacturing system (1) is shown . The glass {!0)
from the melting furnace (2} and farehcarth {3}, which must
be of substantially uniform temperature and chemical
eampositioa , Feeds a sunning device (4). The stirring device
(4) thoroughly homogenizes the glass. The glass {10 ) is then
conducted through a bowl inlet pipe (5), iota a bowl {^, and
down into the downcomer pipe (7), through the joint (14)
between the downcomer pipe {7) and the forming appazatus
inlet pipe (8), !o Ehe inlet of the overflow !rough (9). While
flowing from the stirring device {4) to the trough {9}, rite
glass (10), especially that which forms the sheet surface,
must remain homogeneous . The normal purpose of the bowl
(^ is to alter the Ilow direclian from horizontal to vcrticaE
and to provide a means for slopping !hc flow of glass (10).
A needle (13) is provided to stop glass flow. The normal
function of the joint (I4) between the downcomer pipe {7)
and the trough inlet pipe (8) is to allow for removal of the
sheer glass Farming apparatus for service as well as a means
of adjustment of the grocess equipment.
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The molten glass (lA) ham the melting furnace an
forehearth, which must be of substantially uniform tempera
lure and chemical composition , enters the forming apparatu
through the inlet pipe {$} to the sheet forming trough (9}.
The inlet pipe {$) is preferably shaped to control the velocil
distribution of the incoming molten glass flow. The g]
sheet forming apparatus, which is described in detail in both
U'.S. Pal . No. 3,33$,696 and patent application Ser. No,
091851 ,627, herein incorporated by reference , is a wedge
shaped farming device (9). Straight sloped weirs {llS),
substantially paralle ] with the pointed edge of the wedge
(root) (11^, form each side of the trough . The bottom of the
trough .(ll7} and sides of the trough {11 $) are contoured in
a manner to provide even distribution of glass to the top o
each side weir ( llS). The glass then flows over the top of
each side weir {11S), down each side of the wedge shaped
forming device (9), and joins ai the pointed edge of the rant
(Ilfi}, la form a sheet of molten glass (11). The sheet of
molten glass (11) is then cooled as ii is pulled off the root
(1.16} by pulling rollers (111) to forth a solid glass sheet (12)
of substantially uniform thickness . Gdgc rollers (110) may
also be used to draw the molten glass sheet (11). In the prior
art, the forming trough (9) is encased within a muffle whose
purpose is to control the temperature of the forming trough
(9) and the molten glass (10), It is normal practice to
maintain a uniform temperature in the muffie chamber {ll3)
surrounding the forming trough (9). Cooling the glass as it
transitions from the molleq slate to the solid state must be
carefully controlled . This cooling process starts on the lower
part of the forming apparatus (9) just above the root (11^,
and continues as the molten glass sheet passes through the
muffie door woe (114), The molten glass is substantially
solidified by the lime it reaches the pulling milers (111). The
molten glass forms a solid glass sheet {12) of substantially
uniform thickness.
Altering Glass Flew Distribution

Referring also to FIGS. 2 through 10 , a preferred embadi-
mea[ of ihepresent iovcnlion alters the flow path a[ the inlet
of the sheet glass forming apparatus to improve surface
quality . li also facilitates mare uniform flow of glass through
the piping ilia ! conducts the glass from the stirring device la
the sheer glass forming apparatus.

IJ.S. Pat. No. 3,338,696 considers only the glass flow
within the forming trough. U.S. Pat , No. 3,338,696 also
claims that the entire sheet surface is formed from virgin
glass, which has not been adversely effected by contac! wish
a foreign surface . 'This is not entirely correct as fhe sheet
formed on the inlet end of the trough has Hawed on the
piping system front surface . A How distribution device is
added at the trough inlet in this invention to ensure that all
of the useable skeet surface is formed from virgin glass. The
piping system between the glass stirring device and the glass
sheet farming apparatus is modified from traditional practice
in the howl and at the connection between the downcomer
pipe and the forming apparatus inlet pipe. The flaw through
the bowl is altered , either ekiminaling or relocating the
quiescent flaw zone That normally forms at the front top
surface of the bowl. T7rc downcomer pipe is not submerged
in the forming apparatus inlet pipe glass thus climinaling the
quiescent Bow zone between the pipes,

F'1G5 . 2A through 2C illustrate where the glass (10}
flowing in Ehe downwmer feed pipe {^ ends ug in the
formed glass sheet in the prior art "Overflow Process". The
glass flow in proximity to the sides (21) of the downcromer
pipe (7} ends up in Eha center of the drawn sheet. The flow
(23) in proximity Eo the front surface of the downcomer pipe
(7} is distnbuted over the entire glass surface, however, it is

d most concentrated en the approximate nnc third of the sheet
- at the inlet end. This surface glass (23) is subject to disrup-
s lion by the downcomer pipe surface and by the glass in the

quiescent zones in the bowl (6} and at the downcomer pipe
y s (7) to inlet pipe ($} connection (14). The surface of the

ass remaining substantially two thirds of the sheet is formed
from virgin interior glass (22}. Tbvo other pardons of the
glass How (24) which are symmetrically offset from the front
surface at an angle of approximately 45 degrees end up

to forming the near end unusable edge sectioa {25) al [he inlet
end of the sheet . Another portion {26} centered at the back
surface at an angle of approximately 18^ degrees proceeds
!o the Far end unusable edge section {27}.

f FIGS . 3A and 3B show an embodiment of the glass sheet
is forming apparatus (31) with an inflow pipe ($}, a Raw

distdbution device (32) {which is a subject of this invention}
located at the trough inlet surface, and the glass sheet
forming apparatus body (9). The flow distribution device
(32) interrupts the glass surface flow and diverts it to the

^o surface in the edge of the sheet . Glass from the center of the
downcomer pipe flow stream then tames !v the surface of
the forming trough to form the surface of the useable portion
of the glass sheet (11). Note that ten to twenty percent of the
sheet at each edge is normally unusable for various reasons.

zs FIGS. 4A and 413 show an alternative embodiment of the
glass sheet forming apparatus (41), which performs the same
function as the embodiment in FIG .. 3 except that [he surface
flow distribution device (42} is located under the surface of
Ehe glass {10) and redistributes the surface flaw in a more

so subtle but equally effective manner. The glass flow (10) That
forms the unusable inlet edge of the sheet, flows through the
cenlerslot (43) in the flow distribution device (42). The glass
(which flows through this center slat) is the glass that has
beea in proximity la the front surface of the downcomer

ss pipe. Glass from the center of the downcomer pipe then
flows to the trough surface to form the surface of the useable
portion of !hc sheet (ll}. Other glass that flows in proximity
to the surface. of the downwmcr pipe remains submerged.

FIGS. 5A through SC illustrate where the glass (1B)
ao flowing in the downcomer feed pipe ('^ ends up in the

formed glass sheet for the inventions descdbcd in FIGS. 3
and 4. The glass How to the center of the sheet {21) is
virtually identical to that in the prior art. I-lowever, the flow
(52) which forms the outside surface of the formed glass

as sheet dots not Sow in proximity la the front surface of the
downcomer pipe (7}. The two portions of [he glass flow (24)
which are symmetrically offset from the front surface at as
angle of approximately 45 degrees and which end up form-
ing the unusable edge section (25) al the inlet end of the

so shee ! are substantially unaffected , as is the glass flow (2^
which cods up in the unusable edge section (27).

FIG. 6 is an embodiment that shows the axis of the bow]
(66) inclined at an angle such that the main process stream
passes through the front of Ehe bowl . Tttis active flow (60}

ss entrains the surface glass (61), overcoming the surface
tension forces that would normally create a quiescent zone
of glass flow located at the bowl nose (FIG. 8). A needle {13)
is present to stop glass flow.

F[GS. 7A through 7D show an embodiment of the present
eo invention where a crossways motion of the glass in the bowl

{76) is facilitated by feeding the glass in the pipe coming
from [hc stirring device to the bowl (7S), into the side of the
bowl (7b) at an angle (74) with respect to the ceoterGne {73)
of the Forming apparatus (9), This elfectively changes the

es eow pattern {70) in the . bowl such that the quicsceot zone
normally totaled aE the bowl oast (81, FIG. $) is moved !o
the side of the trawl (71}. Referring back to FIGS. 2A-2C
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and SA-SC, depending on the angle (74) of the flaw in the
bowl with respect to the centerline (73) of the forming
apparatus (4), the glass from the quiescent zone {71}ends up
in either the unusable portion of the edges (25), (27} ar is
submerged is the center of the glass sheet {21) instead of on
the surface of the glass sheet (23), The glass free surface {72)
in the bowl is also shown.

F'EG. 8 illustrates the prior art with a bowl {6) which shows
the quiescent wne (81) of glass thaE is located at the front of
the bowl (G). This glass is kept is place by a cnmbiuatioa of
low process stream flow (80) at the Front of the bawl and
surface tension.

FIGS . 9A through 9C show an embodiment of the present
invention where the bottom end {94) of the downcamer pipe
(9^ is located subslandaliy above the glass free surface (9D)
in the farming apparatus inlet pipe {98}, The bottom and of
the downcomer pipe (9^ and the forming apparatus inlet
(98) also have a specific size and shape , (95} and (92),
respectively. The vertical distance {93) and the siu and
shape (92) of the forming apparatus inlet (98 ) is spccifica!!y
designed to minimize any zone of quiescent or vortex How
in the glass How path {91). Thus, the maRan glass (10) forms
a mare homogenous sheet (11). This design is determined by
solution of the Huid How equations (1`lavier-Stokes
Equations) and by experimental tests.

FIGS . 1DA through 10C show a downwmer pipe ('^
submerged in the molten glass surface (100) in the forming
apparatus isle[ pipe (B) as known in the prior art. There is a
quiescent wne (1D1) between the two pipes (^ and (8). The
glass flaw path (103} produces an annular vortex {142) of
glass between the downcomer pipe (7) and the trough inlet
pipe {8). The vortex exchanges little material with the main
process stream except during flow transients at which time
it praduocs defects in.lhe glass sheet.
Reducing Degradation of Sheet Glass Farming Apparatus

Referring now to FIGS. 12 through 16, another embodi-
ment ofthe present invention conuals the How distribution
of glass on the forming appazalus irr a manner such that the
degradation of the production apparatus and the deformation
of the forming trough that results from thermal creep is
wmpensafed by thermal control of ibe glass Haw distribu-
tion.

U.S. Pat. Na. 3,338,696 relies on a specifically shaped
forming trough to distribute the glass in a manner to form a
sheet of uniform Ehickness . The basic shape of this forming
trough is described in detail in U.S. Pat . No. 338 ,696. The
sheet glass farming process is conducted at elevated
temperatures , typically between 1000° C. and 1350° C. At
these temperatures , the refractory materials used For con-
struction of the forming tmugh exhibit a property called
Thermal creep , which is deformation of the material cause by
applied stress. Thus, the trough deforms under the stress
caused by its own weight and the stress caused by the
hydrostatic pressure of the glass in the [rough.

The materials used in the cvostruction of the other parts
of the forming apparatus also degrade (warp , crack, change
thermal properties, etc.) in an indeteratinate way, which has
an adverse effect on thickness distribution . The thickness
control system of U.S . Pal. No. 3,682,609 can compensate
for small thickness errors, but it can only redistribute the
glass over distances nn the order of 5-10 em. To signifi-
cantly effect thickness distribution over the entire width of
the glass sheet, the How af 'the mohen glass over the weirs
must tae controlled.

This embodiment of the invention solves this problem by
introducing a precise thermal aontrol system to redistribute
the How of molten glass at the weirs, which is the most

10
critical area of the forming process . This Thermal wntrol
effectively counteracts the degradation of the sheet farming
apparatus which inevitably occurs during a production cam-
paign.

s FIG. 12A shows the side view of the Forming trough {9)
with arrows showing the How of mohen glass (10) through
the forming trough (9) to the side weirs (115}. FiG, 12B
shows a section through the center of the forming trough {9)
which shows the different wncs far the control of molten

to glass (10) as it Haws thmugh the forming apparatus. Zone
(121) is the flow from the inlet and of the trough to the far
end, zone (122) is the Bow over the weirs, zone (123) is the
flow down the outside of the fnrming trough , and zone (124)
is the molten glass (11) being pulled off the root (116) and

is cooling into a solid sheet (12), The effect on the solid glass
sheet {I2) thickness caused by heating or cooling the molten
glass (10) as it passes ihrougheach zone is di[ferenl . Adding
energy to (raising the temperature of) or removing energy
from the molten glass (10) as it flows from the inlet end to

zo the Far end of the farming trough (9) in wne (I21) pmduees
concave or convex sheet thickness profiles respectively. The
period of the thickness profile changes efl'ected in zone (121)
is an the order of the length of the tmugh.

Changes to the energy Hux to the molten glass (10) as it
zs Hnws aver the weirs (115) in zone (122) has a powerful

effect oa the resuhant solid glass sheet Thickness distribu-
tion.Localized cooling of the glass in zone (122) effectively
produces a dam , which has a large effect on glass flow. This
is an extremely sensitive zone, and any control strategy other

3o than isothermal must be carefully designed . Zone (123) is
important to return the glass to a uniform temperature
distribution, substantially linear in the longitudinal
direction , in order that the drawing process at the root (116)
is consistent . I?ifferential cooling in zone (124) u the object

ss of U.S. Pat . No. 3,682,G09 and is effective in maldng sma1T
thickness distribution changes. Cooling at given longitudunal
lacalion affects the thickness at that location in one direction
and conversely to the glass on each side of the ]ocalion. The
effect is longitudinal redistribution of the glass over a

as distance on the order of centimeters.
FIGS. 13A and 13B show an embodiment of this inven-

tion whercbythe top and sides of the muffie (132} are shaped
more closely to the outside surface of the molten glass (10)
that is flowing in and on the forming trough (9). The muffle

as {132) is heated by healing elements in healing chamber
(131}. The primary heat transfer medium in the muffle
chamber (113) is radiation . By designing the mu®e (132) to
conform closely to the outside shape of [he molten glass
(1D), energy may be duected to targeted areas of the molten

so glass (10}, thereby effecting greater control of temperature
distribution . The heating elements in the heating chamber
(131) have adequate power to balance the energy Hux to the
€arming trough {9) and thus create suitable temperature
conditions.

55 FIGS, 14A and 14B show an embodiment of this inven-
tion which effects localized cooling of the molten glass (10}
as it passes over the weirs (115) in zone (122). The mufle
(132) conflguration of FIGS. 13A and 13B is used. Air
cooling tubas (142), similar in function to those air Cooling

bo tubes (141), which are described in U.5. Pat. No. 3,682,b09,
are directed at the heating chamber side of the muffle {143)
just above the molten glass (10) Rowing over the weirs
(11S). Localized coaling of the glass in this lacalion effec-
tively produces a localized dam, which has a significant

65 effect on the thickness distribution of the solid glass sheet.
FIGS. 15A and 15B show an cmbadimunl of this inven-

tion whereby the multi -chamber muffle (1S6) is designed
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with separaEe heating chambers (151-155) to contra[ the
Temperature of the molten glass {10) as its passes through the
various igdividual zones of the forming process. These
zones (121-124} are described in FIGS . 12A and 12B. The
multi-chamber muffie (156) has flue heating chambers
{15i-iS5). Heating chamber {153), located aver the top of
the €orming trough (9}, effects the How of glass from the
inlet end to the far end of the forming [rough (9), (zone
(121)). The heating chambers (152} and (154) over the top
of the weirs (ll5) effect the How over the weirs (ll5) {zone
(122}), and the healing chambers (1S1) and (155) on each
side of the trough (9) axe used to balance the temperature
longitudinally (zone (123)}. Ali the heating chambers
(151-155} have heating elements with adequate power to
balance the energy flux to the forming trough (9) and thus
create suitable temperature conditions.

FIGS. 16A and 16B show an embodiment of [his inven-
tion which affects localized cooling !o the molten glass {10)
as it passes over the weirs (115). This is zone (122) shown
in FiG . 12B. The muhi-chamber muffie (15G} configuration
of FIGS . 15A and 1513 is used . SpeciatEy designed radiant
coo[crs{161}, installed in heating ctrambers (152} and (154),
have the ability fo-selectively cool the healing chamber side
of the muffle surface (162} opposite the wens {11S}. The
radiant cooler has multiple adjustatents (164} such that the
temperature of ifs bottom surface can be varied in the
longitudinal direction , The distribution of the heaE transfer
between the radiant cooler (161) and the muffie surface
(162) is a function of the distance (163). By varying the
distance (163) between the cooling device (161) and the
muH7e surface (162), the cooling effect may be attenuated to
adjust sensitivity. Although it is not illustrated, the cooling
devices {161) are replaceable during operation . The radiant
coolers (161) wind ahcrnatcly be inserted from the side
instead oC the !op with a suitable change in the design of the
heating chambers (1S2}, {153) and (154).

In an alternative embodiment, the air cooling Tubes (142}
o£ F1G. 14A and 14B could be used with the mume (156)
design of FIGS . 15A and 15B , and the radiant coolers (161)
of FIGS. 16A and 16B could be used with the mu®e (132)
cagfigurafion of FIGS. 13A and 13B.
Reducing Thickness Variations in the Glass Sheet

Referring to FIGS . 17 through 20, another embodiment of
the present invention supports and stresses the forming
apparatus in a manger such IhaE [he deformation that results
from thermal creep has a minimum effect on the thickness
variation of the glass sheet . This embodimenE introduces a
counteracting force to these stresses on the trough in a
manner such that the thermal creep which inevitably occurs
has a minimum itupact on the glass flow characteristics of
the forming trough . The invention is designed such that this
counteracting farce is maintained through an extended
period of the production campaign. Thus, sheaf glass maybe
manufactured for a longer time with the same forming
trough.

The refractory materials from which the forming [rough
and its support structure are made have high strength in
compression and low strength iq Tension. Like most struc-
tural materials, they also change shape when stressed at high
temperature . This embodiment was developed due Eo,the
material characteristics and how these characteristics affect
the manufacturing process.

There are two fundamental concepts in this embodiment
of the inventioq . First, applying a force andlor moment to the
ends of tlrc trough counteracts sfress caused by the forces of
gravity, thus minimizing the cffce ! on molten glass How
caused by thermal creep . Second, The invention uses com-

12
pression members shaped such that thermal creep, to which
the compression members are also subject , does not sub-
stanliapy after the application of said force and/or moment.

FIGS, 17A and 17B illustrate the typical elfecis of thermal
s creep on the shape of the trough . FIG. 17A shows that the

forming trough (9}sags in the middle such Ural the lap of the
weirs (115), and the root (11^ are now curved (i71) and the
trough batfam (117) has a change io curvature (171). Tiris
curvature (i71} causes the molten glass (10} to no ]oager

to How with constant thickness (172) Duct the weirs {115}. This
curvature (I71) allows mare glass to Haw aver the middle of
the weirs resulting in an uneven sheet thickness distribution.
F1G. 17B shows how the hydrostatic force {174) from the
molten glass (10) in the forming (rough {9) forces the weirs

is (115} to move apart at the top. This allows more glass to How
to the middle of the forming trough (9) malting the thickness
in the middle even greater.

FIGS . 18A through 181? show a sheet glass forming
apparatus (180} as known io the prior art . The forming

20 [rough (9} is supported by an inlet end supporting block
(181) and a far end supporting block {i82 ). The forming
vough (9} is the equivalent of a^bcam, which is subject to a
bending stress from ifs own weight, from the weight of the
glass in and on the trough , and from drawing forces . Because

25 of the low tensile strength of the Eraugh material, a com-
pressive force (183) is applied to the lower half of the
forming trough (9} to force the material at the root {116) of
the forming Iraugh {9) into compression. Typically the inlet
end suppor! block (1$1) is res trained in the longitudinal

30 (horizontal) direction aqd the compression force (183) is
applied to lbe far end support block (182). The prior art
considers only preventing tension at the rant (11^ of the
forming !rough {9), and (hen only the stress a! start-up. Little
coasideralioq is made For (Ere elfec[s on stress of the thermal

ss creep of the forming trough {9) and its support blocks (181}
and (182}.

F1 GS. 19A through 191] show an embodiment of a sheet
glass forming apparatus (i90) that has shaped end suppor!
blacks (191) and (192). The inlet end shaped support block

nq (19i} is restrained in the longitudinal direction . A compres-
sion farce (193) is applied to the Car end shaped support
block (192). The shape of the support block is designed in
a manner to produce a force distribution in the forming
trough (9) to substantially counteract the effect of the weight

as of the forming trough (9) and the molten glass (10). The
applied force (193} is such that all material in the forming
[rough (9) is under substantially equaE compression stress in
the longitudinal direction . This stress causes Uie thermal
creep to occur primarily iq the longitudinal direction wiEb

50 little of the sagging shown in FiG.17A. The forming trough
(9} gets shorter due to the equal compressive stress in the
longitudinal direction . The shaped support blocks are also
subject to thcrmaE creep. The cross section of the shaped
support block is the same over substantially its entire length

ss with equal wmpressivc stress across its section. Thus as the
shaped support block deforms from thermal creeg, iE con-
tinues Eo apply substantiaNy the same force distribution to
the Forming trough (9}.

FIGS. 20A through 20D show ao embodimen ! of a sheet
w glass forming apparatus (200} that has four shaped end

support blocks (201), (202), {204), and (205). The inlet end
has Ihrec shaped support blacks (201), (204), and (205), all
of which have longitudinal wmpression farces (206}, {20'7),
and (208) applied . A compression force {203) is applied to

rs the far end shaped suppor [ block (202}. 71re shape and
loading of the suppor [ blocks {202 ) and (203) are designed
to the same criteria as support blacks {191) and (192) in
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FIGS, 19A-19D. The two upper shaped support blocks
(204) and (245) are attached to the in let end of the weirs anti
arc angled such Thai they exert an additionaE force on the
weirs to counteract the affect of the hydrostatic forces which
tend to spread the weirs apart . Although the blocks (204} and
(24S) arc shown with an inward angle in the figures, They
also could be angled outward without deviating from the
spirit of the invention.

In a preferred embodiment , short (10-25%n of length)
transition zones (not shown} are at the (rough ends of the
shaped support blocks . [n these transition zones, the crass-
section of ttte shaped support block will change from [hat of
!hc shaped support block to a shape that wilt suitably apply
the design load to Ehe trough black.
Efl'ecls of Surface Tension on the Sheet

In an alternative embodimenE of the invention , the width
and the angle of ilte inverted slops of the forming wedge
may 6e changed to alter the eH 'ect of surface tension and
body forces on the narrowing of the sheet . In addition, the
width and the inverted slope angle may be increased to make
the structure stiffer and thus more resistant to thermal creep.

FIGS . 21A through 21G Shaw the prior art shape of the
forming trough . The cross3ection of the wedge shaped
portion, FIGS. 21C through 21G, is uniform Duct the entire
useable length of the trough. The width of the trough (211)
and the angle of the inverted slope (210) are identical at each
section. As the mohen glass (10} Haws down the vertical
portion (2ll) of the forming wedge (9), the surface tension
and body farces have a minimal effect on the sheet width
(212), whereas, when the molten glass (10) flows vertically
down the inverted slope portion (210) of ilrc forming wedge,
the surface tension and body forces acE to make the sheet
narrower (213).

FIGS . 22A through 22G show an identical width of the
trough (211) over its entire length, whereas the angle of the
inverted slogs (210) is the same in the center of the trough
(FIGS. 21D-21^ and the angle of the inverted slope (220)
at each end is reduced . This reduced inverted slope (220) has
a counterbalancing effecE on the surface tension and body
Force stresses and thus reduces the narrowing of the sheet

(^)•
FIGS . 23A through 23G show the wid th of the trougL

(211) and the angle of the inverted slope (210) being the
same in the center of the trough (FIG5.21D through 21F and
FIGS . 22D Ihrough 22F), whereas, the width of the trough
(231) and the angle of the inverted slope (230) at each end
are reduced . This reduced width (231} and inverted slope
(230} have a eountcrbalancing cited oo the surface tension
and body force stresses over the effect of FIGS . 22A through
22G and ' thus further reduces the narrowing of Ehe sheet
(233).

FIGS , 24A through 24G show another embod iment of this
invention , wherein Ehe width of the trough (211) and (231)
and the angle of the inverted slope (210) and (230) are the
same as in the embodiment of FIGS. 23A Ihrough 23G
except that the angle of the inverted slope (240) al the center
of the trough, FIG.24E issubstantially greater than the other
inverted slopes (210) and (230). This greater angle increases
the section modulus of the structure making it stiffer and
thus less prone to thermal creep . Keeping the configuration
of the ends the same as FIGS, 23A through 23G has
substantially the same effect on the surface tension and body
force stresses as FIGS . 23A through 23G and thus has little
e$ec[ on the narrowing of [he sheet (243).
Producing a Flat Sheet

1J.5. Pal . No. 3,338,696 considers only the glass flow in
the forming trough and assumes that the drawn glass from

1^
the bottom of•the forming trough wilE be of uniform thick-
ness anti Hotness because of the uniform thickness of the
flow of glass to the crilica ] poin ! of solidification . In practice,
glass must be preferentially cooled across its width to create

s forming stresses during solidification that create a fla! sheet.
The present invention alters the forming stresses and cooling
distribution such that the farmed sheet is inherently flat.

FIGS. 25A through 25D show an embodiment of this
invention where the shape of the bottom of Ehe forming

xo wedge (116) is no! straight but is formed convex upward
(250). This causes the glass that is drawn from . the center of
the forming wedge (251} to coo] faster than the glass drawn
from each edge (252) of the forming wedge. The strategy is
to impose strosses on the partially solidified glass (251) in

is the center of the sheet to cause the sheet to be flatter, having
less warp.

FIGS. 26A through 26D show another embodiment of this
invention where the shape of the bottom of fhe farming
wedge (216? is not straight but is formed convex downward

20 (260). This causes the glass that is drawn fiom the center of
the forming wedge (Z61) to cool slower than Thal drawn
tram each edge (262) of the forming wedge . The strategy is
to hold the more solidified edges (262) apart , primarily with
the edge rollers (110), such that stresses caused by the

25 shrinkage of the partially solidified glass {261) in the center
of the sheet cause the sheet !o be Hatter, having less warp.

FIGS. 27A.through 27D show an embodiment of this
invention where the shape of the bottom of the forming
wedge (116) is not straight but has complex shape across ifs

sa width (274). This causes the glass [haE is drawn from the
farming wedge (9) to Lave an cguivaleni cooling profile, The
cooling strategy from this Configuration would be a combi-
nation of that spawn in FIGS . 25A through 25D and 26A
Ihrough 26D.

ss Reducing Air Leakage
1I.5. I'ai . Nn. 3,338,696 relies primarily on careful design

and matching of materials to prevent any material cracks and
openings. These cracks and openings are the sources of air
leakage, for both initial operation - and for operation during

4o the course of a manufacturing campaign. This embodiment
of the invcnlina provides individual pressure balancing
technology such that even if a leakage path exists at stazt-up
ardevelopsduring operation, aminimum quantity ofair will
How through !hc leakage paths.

45 The glass sheet is formed by drawing the glass Crom the
bottom of the overflow funning trough . The molten glass is
cooled and is solidified in a carefully controlled manner. The
most desirable cooling phenomena is radiation , which cools
the glass substantially evenly through its entire thickness.

so Convective cooling, which cools only the glass surface, is
also a factor. The convective cooling must be minimized as
it Las a destabilizing effect on the drawing process. The
aluerved phenomena is a cyclic variation in shee! thickness
as it is drawn . This is termed "pumping" and is a phenomena

ss noted in all glass drawing processes.
The operating temperature of ILe Forming zone of "The

Overflow Process" is typically 125Q° C, and is at the top of
an open bottom chamber, typically 3 meters high, containing
an atmosphere of ha ! air. Eccause of the approximately 3

so mater column of high temperature air, the atmosphere in the
zone where the sheet is formed has a pressure higher than the
pressure outside of the forming apparatus . Therefore, any
crack or opening creates an airflow path whereby air flows
into the open bottom of the chambey up the chamber and out

GS the cracks or openings . This leakage substantially increases
the convective cooling in the forming zone and subsr ;qucntly
produces a cyclic variation in the shat Thickness.
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For air to flow through an opening there must be a
difference irr pressure from one side of the opening to fhe
other. This invention involves adjusting the internal pressure
in each of the major components of the forming apparatus
such that the pressure difference across any leakage path to
the forming zone iscsscnlially zero. Thcreforo, if an opening
either exists or develops, na air leakage will occur as there
is no differential pressure to force airflow.

The air pressure in the internal chambers of the forming
system is substantially higher than the ambient pressure in
the factory. This is because of the low density of the heated
air contained in the forming system . This ctevafed pressure
lrorces the irtlernal air to leak through any openings or cracks
in !be membranes which separate the forming zones from
the heating and coaling zones. The leakage can be mini-
mized by equalizing the air pressure on each side of any
leakage path.

Referring now to FIGS. 28A through 32B, FIGS . 28A and
28B show coaling of the glass as it Irausitions from the
molten slate to the solid state, This process must be carefully
controlled . This cooling process starts on the lower part of
the forming apparatus (9) just above the root (11^, in the
rnuffic zone {28fl}, continues as the molten glass sbcet (11)
passes through the mufIle door zone (114}, and is substan-
tially solidified by the time ii leaves the transition zone
(281). The controlled cooling process continues in the
annealcr and pulling machine zone (282} is relieve internal
stress in the solidified glass sheet (12).

Four embodiments for controlling forming chamber pres-
sure difl'erentials are shown is FIGS . 29A through 32B.
These are a) adding flow to pressurize , b) restricting outflow,
c} flowing to a vacuum , and d) encasement by a pressurizing
chambe ,respectively . Any of these control methods may be
used to control the pressure in tither !hc muffie zone (280},
the muf#1e door zone (114}, the transition zone (281}, ar the
annealing and pulling machine zone (282} depending on
unique design requirements . The critically important
objective , howcvcy is !a equalize the pressure on each side
of the membrane separating either the factory atmosphere or
a heating zone or a cooling zone from the forming chamber.
This invention also applies to unpiementations of "The
Overflow Process" whets the gas in the forming Chamber is
a gas other than air, i.e. nitrogen, etc.

More specifical ly, F1GS . 29A and 29B show an cmbodi-
mcat of the muffle zone (280) which shows air (296), which
is preferably preheated, introduced into the muffle heating
chamber (131) to make the pressure in the heating chamber
(131) equal to that in the adjacent forming chamber (113}.
The wall (132) separating We two chambers in the muffle is
normally constructed of many pieces and is therefore sus-
ceptiblc to random leaks . Equalizing the pressure between
the two chambers minimizes the leakage flow.

FIGS. 3DA and 3DB show an embodiment of the muffle
door zone (114), which includes an exit restriction (3DD} to
the flow of air exitieg each muffie door (301) to factory
ambient pressure . The size of this restriction is varied to
regulate the pressure inside the muffle door (3D2) equal to
Thal in the pressure in EhC adjacent forming chamber (303}.
The flow of air into the muffle doors (301) through the
cooling tubes (141} would normally be adequate to over-
come any leakage paths and thus raise the mu (llc char
intemal pressure (302) to that of the adjaccot forming
chamber pressure (303).

FIGS. 31A and 3113 show an embodiment of the transition
zone (281), which has the cooling air at elevated pressure
(310) entering the coaling chamber (all) and exiling (312}
each of the transilioa coolers (313) into a regulated vacuum

source (314). The large volurnc of air required for cooling in
the transition zone would aormaliy raise the pressure is the
transition cooling chamber (311) above that of the adjacent
forming chamber (31x'7. A vacuum source (314) is therefore

s required to lower the pressure and is adjusted to equalize the
pressure in the transition cooling chamber (311) to the
pressure in the adjacent forming chamber (315).

FIGS. 32A and 32B show an embodiment of the annealcr
and pulling machine zone (282), which includes a pair of

^e pressure balancing chambers (32D) on each end of the
annealcr and pulling machine (282). The pressure in the
balancing chamber (321) is adjusted to be equal to the
pressun; in the annealing chamber (322). A chamber at each
end was chosen because the bearings and adjustment mecha-
nisms for the gulling rollers (111) are oa the ends . Alternate

75 corflgurations would be one single pressure balancing
chamber (320) encasing the entire anaealer and pulling
machine (282) or a multitude of individual pressure balanc-
ing chambers (32D) as would be required by particular
design considerations.

20 Accordingly; it is to be understood that the embodiments
of the invention herein described are merely illustrative of
the application of the principles of the invention. Reference
herein to details of the illustrated embodiments is not
intended to limi! the scope of the claims, which themselves

zs recite those features regarded as essential to the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. An improved apparatus for forming sheet glass,

wherein the apparatus includes an inflow pipe for delivering
molten glass, a trough for receiving molten glass that has

36 sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet forming structure
that has downwardly sloping sides converging at the bottom
of the wedge such that a glass sheet is formed when molten
glass flows over the sides of the trough , down the down-
wardly sloping sides of the wedged scraped shee t farming

as structure and meets at the bottom of wedge, and wherein the
improvement comprises a flow distrbution device located
under a surface of the glass at an inlet to the trough,

2. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the Row
distribution device redisiributcs a surface flaw pf the molten

ao glass.
3. The improved apparatus of claim 2, whereto the appa-

ratus reduces a plurality of inhomogeneities in the glass
farming the usable gorlion of the Formed sheet,

4. The improved appazatus of claim 1, whcrcin the
as improvement further comprises a bowl connected to the

inflow pipe at an end opposite the trough via a downoomer
pipe, whcrcin an axis of the bawl is inclined such [hat a main
stream of the mcl[ea glass passes Through a front of the
bowl.

so 5. 'The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the
improvement further comprises a bowl connected to the
inflow pipe at an end apposite the trough via a downcamer
pipe, wherein the molten glass is fed into the bowl off an axis
of a centerline of fhe trough.

ss 6. The improved apparatus of claim 5, whcrcin the glass
is fed into the bowl of an angle between 30 degrees and 180
degrees with respect la the axis of the centerline of the
trough such that the less desirable glass is noF an the surface
of the sheet.

60 7. The imgroved apparatus of claim 6 , wherein the glass
is fed info the bowl at an angle of approximately 180 degrees
such that the less desirable glass proceeds to lire far end
unusable edge section of the fored glass sheet.

8. The improved apparatus of claim b, wherein the glass
G5 is fed iota fhe bow! at an angle of approximately 45 degrees

such Ehal the less desirable glass proceeds to the near end
unusable edge section of the formed glass sheet.
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9. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the
improvement further comprises a downcomer pipe wn-
nected !o an end of the inflow pipe opposite the trough,
wherein a bottom end of the downcomer pipe is located
substantially about a glass free surface in the inflow pipe
and the downcomer pipe and the inflow pipe have a size and
shape which minimizes a zone of quiescent or vortex flow in
a path of glass flow.

10. The improved apparatus ^ of claim 1, wherein the
improvement further comprises a mule, wherein the tog
and sides of the mu$lc are shaped to an outside surface of
the molten glass Bowing in and on the trough.

11. The improved apparatus of claim 14, wherein the
improvement further comprises at least one heatingchamber
located adjacent to the muffle on a side opposite the trough.

12. The improved apparatus of claim 11 , wherein the
impmvemenl further comprises a plurality of air cooling
tubes directed at a heating chamber side of the mule just
above Ehc molten glass, wherein the air cooling tubes vary
a temperature is a longitudinal direction.

13. The improved apparatus of claim 11, wherein [hc
improvemen ! further comprises a plurality of radiant coolers
iastafled in the heating chamber just above the molten glass,
wherein the radiant coolers vary a temperature in a longi-
tudinal direction. '

14. The improved apparatus of claim 14 , wherein a
structure of the muffle creates five heating chambers com-
prising;

a) a heating chamber over a top of the trough;
b) a heating chamber over a left side of Fhe trough sides;
c) a heating chamber aver a right side of the trough sides;
d} a heating chamber on a left side of the trough; cad
c) a heating chamber on a right side of the Imugh.
]S. The improved apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the

improvement further comprises:
a) at least one inlet end support block located at an inlet

end of the trough, wherein the inlet end support block
supports the trough; and

b) at leas ! one far and support block located al an opposite
end of the !rough as the inlet end support blank,
wherein the far end support block supports the trough;

wherein the inlet end support block and the Far end
support block are shaped to distribute farce in the
trough W counteract the effect of the weight of the
trough such that an applied force puts all [he refractory
that comprises the trough structure under substantially
equal compression stress in a longitudinal direction;

such that any defnrmatien of the forming !tough that
results from thermal creep has a minimal effect on a
thickness variation of the glass sheet.

16.7tte improved apparatus of claim 15, wherein there are
three inlet ead support blocks, wherein two of the inlet end
support blocks are attached Io an inlet end of each of the
trough sides and angle to excrt . an additional force on the
trough sides to counteract a plurality o€ hydtoslalic fora,
which spread the trough sides apart.

17. The improved apparatus of claim lS, wherein the
improvement further comprises:

c) a shape of each support block such that the support
block is uniformly stressed in the iongitudinat direc-
tion;

wherein the thermal creep of the support block is uniform,
(hereby maintaining a required farce distribution on the
trough; and

d} a transition zone in a support black shape of approxi-
mately IQ-25%a of the lenglft of the support blacks to
adapt its shape to that of the trough.

18
1$. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the

improvement further comprises a variable cross-section of
the apparatus.

19. The improved apparatus of claim 18 , wherein an angle
s of an inverted slope at each end of the trough is less than "an

angle of an inverted slope a[ a center of the trough.
24, The improved apparatus of claim 18 , wherein a width

q f the trough ai an end of the trough is less than a vridth of
the trough at a center of the trough.

ro 2i . The improved apparatus of claim 1$, wherein an angle
of an inverted sloped al a center of the trough is substantially
greater than the angle of the inverted slopes not in the center
of the trough.

22. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the
is improvement further comprises a shape of a bottom of the

wedge shaped sheet forming strucwrc selected from the
group consisting of:

a) convex upward;
b) convex downward; and

ao c) a wave comprising both convex downward and convex
upward portions;

such IhaE a sheet Farmed from the apparatus is flat.
23. The improved apparatus of claim 22, wherein the

2s shape of the bottom of the wedge shaped sheer forming
structure affects a thickness distribution of the glass in the
edges of the sheet,

24. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein an
internal pressure between adjacent chambers in the appara-

30 [us during a glass cooling process aze adjusted such Ehat a
pressure difference across an air leakage path to a forming
zone is subslantially zerp, thereby eliminating air leakage.

• 25. The improved apparatus of claim 24 , wherein the
chambers comprise:

3s a) a muffe zone enclosing the forming Erough;
b) a muffle door zone , located at a bottom of the wedge

of the trough;
c) a transition zone, which transitions the molten glass

between the muffle door zone and an anoealer and
ao pulling machine zone; and

d) the annealer and pulling machine wne.
2ti. The improved apparatus of claim 24 wherein the

adjustment is accomplished by adding air Haw to one of the
adjacent chambers.

as 27. The improved apparatus of claim 24, wherein the
adjustment is accomplished by restricting an outflow of air
from one of the adjacent chambers to factory ambient
pressure.

28. The improved apparatus of claim 24 , further wmpris-
5o ing a vacuum source to lower a pressure in one of the

adjacent chambers.
29. The improved apparatus of claim 24 , further compris-

ing at least one supplementary pressure chamber, wherein
the adjustment is accomplished by encasing one chamber in

ss the pressure chamber.
30. The improved apparatus of claim 29, wherein there are

at least two supplementary pressure chambers.
31. An improved apparatus for forming sheet glass,

wherein the apparatus includes an inflnw pipe for delivering
so molten glass , a trough for receiving molten glass that has

sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet forming structure
that has downwardly sloping sides converging at the bottom
of the wedge such that a glass sheet is formed when molten
glass flows over the sides of the trough, down the down-

es wardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped sheet forming
structure and meals at the bottom of wedge, and wherein the
improvement comprises a surface Dow distribution device
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located at an inlet to the trough , wherein the flow distribu - 40. The improved apparatus of claim 39, wherein the five
lion device redistributes a surface flow of the molten glass. heating chambers comprise:

32. The improved apparatus of claim 31 , wherein the
apparatus reduces a plurality of inhomogeneities in the glass

a) a heating chamber aver a top of the cough;

forming the usable portion of the fomred sheet. 5
b a heatin chamber over a left side of the trou h sides;) g g

33. An improved apparatus for forming sheet glass, c} a heating chamber aver a right side of the trough sides;
wherein the apparatus includes an inflow pipe far delivering d) a healing chamber on a left side of the trough; and
molten glass, a trough For receiving molten glass that has
sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet forming structure ^) a heating chamber o° a right side of the trough.

that has downwardly sloping sides converging aE the bottom to
of the wedge such that a glass sheet is formed when molten

41. An improved apparatus for forming shat glass,
whcrcin the apparatus includes a trough for receiving molten

glass flows over the sides of the trough, dawn the dawn - glass that has sides attached io a wedged shaped. sheet
ward ly sloping sides of the wedged shaped sheet forming forming structure that has downwardly sloping sides oon-

sEmcture and meets at the bottom of wcdgc , and wherein the verging at the bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet is
improvement wmprises a bowl comccled to the inflow pipe formed when molten glass Bows over the sides of the trough,
at an end opposite the trough via a dawncamcrpipe , wherein ^s down the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped
an axis of the bowl is inclined such that a maiua stream of the sheet forming structure and meets aE the bottom of wedge,
molten glass passes through a front of the bowl . and wherein the improvement comprises:

34. An improved apparatus for forming sheet glass , a) at least one inlet end support block located at an inlet
wherein the apparatus includes an inflow pipe far delivering end of the trough, wherein the inlet end support black
molte° glass, a trough for receiving molte ° glass Thal has zo supports the trough; and
sides attached io a wedged shaped sheeE forming structure
that has downwardly sloping sides converging at the bottom

b) at least one far erid support block Located at an opposite

of the wedge such that a glass sheet is formed when molten end of the trough as the inlet end support black,

glass flows over the sides of the trough, down the down- wherein the far end support black supports the trough;

wardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped sheet forming xs wherein the inlet end support block and the far end
structure and meets ai the bottom of wcdgc, and whcrcin the support block are shaped to distribute force in the
improvement comprises a bowl connected to the inflow pipe trough to counteract the effect of the weight of the
at an end opgositc the Erough via a dowacamer pipe, wherein trough such that an applied farce puts alt the refractory
the molten glass is fed into the howl off an axis of a that comprises the trough s[nrcturc under substa ° tially
centerline of the trough .

3o equal compression stress in a Longitudinal direction;
35. The improved apparatus ofclaim 34, wherein the glass such that any deformation of the forming trough That

is fed into the bowl at an angle between 30 degrees and 180
degrees with respect io the axis of the centerline of the

results from Eherma] creep has a minimal effect on a
thickness variation of the grass sheet.

Erough such that the less desirable glass is not on the surface
of the sheet

42. The improved apparatus of claim 41 , where there are
.

36. The improved apparatus of claim 35 , whcrcin the glass 35
is fed into the bowl at an angle of approximately 180 degrees

three inlet cud support blocks, whcrcin two of Ehc inlet end
support blocks are attached to an inlet end of each of the

such that the less desirab le glass proceeds to the far end trough sides and angle to exert as additional farce an the

unusable edge section of the formed glass sheet . trough sides to counteract a plurality of hydrostatic forces

37. The improved apparatus of claim 35 , wherein the glass which spread the trough sides apart.

is fed into the bawl at ao angle of approximately 45 degrees ao ^• The improved apparatus of claim 41, wherein the
such IhaE the less desirable glass proceeds to the near end rmprovemeni further comprises:
unusable edge section of the formed glass sheet. c) a shape of each support black such Ehai the support

38. An improved apparatus for farming sheet glass, black is uniformly stressed in the longitudinal direc-

whcrein the apparatus includes an inflow gipe £or delivering t1O°^
molten glass, a trough for receiving molten glass Ehat has as wherein the thermal creep of the support block is uniform,
sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet fontting structure thereby maintaining a required force distribution on the
that has downwardly sloping sides converging at the botiom trough; and
of the wedge such that a glass sheet is formed when mohcn d) a lransilion zone in a support block shape of approxi-
glass flaws over the sides of lbe [rough, down the down - merely 10-25% of the length of the support blocks to
wardly sloping sides of Ehe wedged shaped sheet forming so adapt its shape W that of the trough.
structure and meets at the bottom of wedge, and wherei ° the 44 . The improved apparatus of claim 41 , wherein the
improvement comprises a downcamer pipe connected to an improvement further comprises a variable orris-section of
end of the inflow gipe opposite the trough , wherein a bottom the apparatus.
end of the downcomer pipe is Eocatcd substantially above a 45, The improved apparatus of claim q4, whcrcin an angle
glass free surface in the inflow pipe and the downcomer pipe ss of an inverted slope ai each end of the trough is less than an
and the inflow pipe have a size and shape which minimizes angle of as inverted slope al a center of the trough.
a zone of quiescen ! or vortex flow in a path of glass flow. 4G . The improved apparatus of claim 44, whcrcin a width

39. An improved apparatus for farming sheet glass , of the trough at an end of the trough is less than a width of
wherein Ehe apparatus includes a trough far receiving molten the trough at a center of the trough.
glass that has sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet so 47 . The improved apparatus of claim 44 , whcrcin an angle
forming structure that has downwardly sloping sides con- of an inverted sloped at a center of the trough is substantially
verging at the bottom of Ehe wcdgc such that a glass sheet is greater than the angle of the inverted slopes not in the center
formed when molten glass flows over the sides of the trough , of rho trough.
dawn the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped 48. The improved apparatus of claim 41 , whcrcin the
sheet forming structure and meets ai the bottom of wcdgc , G5 improvement further comprises a shape of a bottom of the
and whcrcin the improvemeot comprises five heating cham- wcdgc shaped sheet forming struclun : selected from Ehe
hers. group consisting of:
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a) convcx upward;
b) convex downward; and
c) a wave comprising both convex downward and convcx

upward portions;
such that a sheet formed from the apparatus is flat.
49. The improved apparatus of claim 48, wherein the

shape of the bottom of the wedge shaped sheet Forming
structure affects a lhirkness distribution of [he glass in [fte
edges of the sheet.

S0. An improved apparatus for forming sheet glass,
wherein the apparatus includes a trough for receiving molten
glass that has sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet
farming structure that has downwardly sloping sides con-
verging at the bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet is
formed when molten glass flows over the sides of the trough,
dawn the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped
sheet forming structure and meets at the bottom of wedge,
and wherein the improvement comprises a shape of a bottom
of the wedge shaped sheet forming structure selected from
the group consisting af:

a) convex downward; and
b) a wave comprising both convex downward and convex

upward portions;
such that a sheet formed from the apparatus is flat.
51. The improved apparatus of claim 50, wherein the

shape of the bottom of the wedge shaped shed forming
structure affects a thic [cness distribution of the glass in the
edges of the sheet.

52. Amethod for reducing air Ieakagc when forming sheet
glass using an apparatus that includes a trough for receiving
molten glass chat has sides attached to a wedged shaped
sheet farming structure the [ has downwardly sloping sides
converging at the bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet
is farmed when molten glass flows over the sides of the
trough, down the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged
shaped sheet forming structure and meets at the bottom of
wedge, wherein the method comprises the step of:

a) adjusting an internal pressure between adjacent cham-
bers in the apparatus during a glass oooling process
such the [ a pressure difference across an air lealrage
path to a forming zone is substanlially zero, thereby
eliminating air leakage.

53. The method of claim 52 , wherein the chambers
comprise;

a) a mu@Ie zone enclosing Ehe forming trough;
b) a muffle door zone, located at a bottom of the wedge

of the trough;
c) a transition zone , which transitions the molten glass

between the mule door zone and an annealer and
pulling machine zone; and

d} the annealer and pulling machine zone.
54. The method of claim 52, wherein step (a ) is accom-

pfishcd by adding air flow to one of the adjacent chambers.
S5. The method of claim 52, wherein step (a) is accom-

plished by restricting an outflow of air from one of the
adjacent chambers to factory ambient pressure.

S6. The method of claim 52 , wherein step (a) is accom-
pIishcd by providing a vacuum source to lower a pressure in
qne of the adjacent chambers.

57. The method of claim 52 , wherein step (a) is accom-
plished by encasing one chamber in at least one supplemen-
tary pressure chamber.

S8.71te method of claim 52 , wherein there are at least two
supplementary pressure chambers.

59. The method of claim 52 , wherein the apparatus further
comprises a flow distribution device Iocalcd under a surface
of the glass.

22
60. The method of claim 59 , wherein the apparatus

reduces a plurality of inhomogeneitics in the glass farming
the trsablc portion of the formed sheet.

61. The method of claim 52, wherein the apparatus further
s comprises:

a) an inflow pipe for delivering molten glass to the trough;
and

b} a surface How distribution device located at an inlet to
to the trough, wherein the flow distribution device redis-

tributes asurface flow of the molten glass.
62. The method of claim 52, wherein the apparatus further

comprises a bowl ooanecttd to the inflow pipe at an end
opposite the trough via a downcomer pipe, wherein an axis

is of the bowl is inclined such that a main stream of the molten
glass passes through a front of the bowl.

53. The method of claim 52, wherein the apparatus further
comprises a bowl connected to the inflow pipe a[ an and
opposite [he trough via a downcomer pipe, wherein the

ae molten glass is fed into the howl off an axis of a centerline
of the bowl.

64. The method of claim 63 , wherein the glass is fed into
the bowl at an angle between 30 degrees and 180 degrees
with respect to the axis of the centerline of the trough such

^ that the less desirable glass is not on the surface of the sheet,
6S. The method of claim ti4, wheroin the glass is fed into

the bowl at an angle of approximately F80 degrees such that
the less desirable glass proceeds to the far end unusable edge

^p section of the formed glass sheet.
66. The method of claim 64, wherein the glass is fed into

the bowl at as angle of approximately 45 degrees such that
the less desirable glass proceeds to the near end unusable
edge section of the formed glass sheet.

ss 67. The method of claim 52, wherein the apparatus further
comprises a downcomer pipe connected to an end of the
inflow pipe opposite the trough, wherein a bottom end of the
downcomer pipe is located substamially above a glass flee
surface in !hc inflow pipe and the downcomer pipe and [he

ao inflow pips have a size and shape which minimizes a zone
of quiescent or vortex How in a path of glass How.

68. The ^melhod of claim 52, wherein the apparatus Further
comprises a muffie, wherein the top and sides of the muffe
arc shaped to an outside surface of the molten glass Rowing

as in and an the trough.
69. The method of claim bB , wherein the apparatus further

comprises at least one heating chamber, wherein the healing
chamber is located adjacent to the muffic on a side opposite
the trough.

so 70 . The method of claim 69, wherein the apparatus further
comprises a plurality of air cooling tubes directed at a
healing chamber side of the muffie jusE above the molten
glass , wherein lire air cooling tubes vary a temperature in a
longitudinal direction.

ss 71 . The method of claim 69, wherein the apparatus further
comprises a plurality of radiant coolers installed in the
heating chamber just above the molten glass , wherein the
radiant coolers vary a temperature in a longitudinal direc-
lion.

so 72. The method of claim 69, wherein a structure of the
muffle creates five heating chambers comprising:

a) a heating chamber over a top of the trough;

b) a heating chamber over a left side of the trough sides;

Gs e) a healing chamber over a right side of the trough sides;

d) a healing chamber on a left side of the trough; and

e) a healing chamber on a right side of the trough.
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73. "]he method of claim 52 , wherein the apparatus further
comprises:

a) at least one inlet end support block located al an inlet
end of the trough , wherein the inlet end support block
supports the trough; and 5

b) aE least one far end support block located at an apposite
end of Ehc trough as the inlet end support black,
wherein the far end support block supports the trough;

wherein the inlet end support block and the far end 1
support black are shaped to distribute force in the
(rough to counteract the effect of the weight of the
trough such as applied force puts all the refractory that
comprises the trough structure under substantially
equal compression stress in a longitudinal direction; t

such that any deformation of the forming trough that
results from thermal creep has a minimal effect on a
thickness variation of the glass sheet.

74. The method of claim 73 , wherein there arc Three inlet
end support blocks, wherein two of the inlet end support 20
blocks are attached to an inlet end of each of the trough sides
and angle to exert an additional force on the trough sides to
counteract a glurality of hydrostatic Forces which spread the
trough sides apart.

75. The method of claim 73, wherein the apparatus further 25
comprises:

c) a shape of each support block such that the support
block is unifomaly siresscd in the longitudinal dircc-

. lion;

wherein the thermal creep of the support block is uniform,
thereby maintaining a required force distribution an the .
trough; and

24
d) a transition zone in a support block shape of approxi-

mately 11^25°Ja of the length of the support blocks to
adapt its shape to that of the trough.

7ti.The method of claim 52, wherein the apparatus Further
comprises a variable cross-section of the apparatus.

77. 'The method of eIaim 76, wherein an angEe of an
inverted slope at each end of the trough is less than an angle
of as inverted slope at a center of the (rough.

0 713.The method of claim 76 , wherein a width of the trough
at an end of the (rough is less than a width of the trough at
a center of the trough.

79. The method qf claitn 76, wherein an angEe of an
s inveded sloped at a center of the trough is substantially

greater than the angle of the inverted slopes not in the center
of Ehc trough.

80. The method of claim 52, wherein the apparatus further
comprises a shape of a bottom of the wedge shaped sheet
forming structure selected from the group consisting of:

a) convex upward;

b) convex dowawazd; and

c} a wave comprising both convex downward and convex
upward portions;

such chat a sheet formed from the apparatus is Qal.
81. The method of claim S0, wherein the shape of the

bottom of the wedge shaped sheet forming stmcture affects
so a thickness distribution of the glass in the edges of the sheet.

^F 'k ^ # f
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SHEET GTaASS FORMING APPARA'T'US

This is a divisional paten# application of application Ser.
No. 10!214,904, filed Aug. 8, 2402, entitled "OVERFLOW
DOSVNDRAW GLASS FORMING METHOD AND APPA-
RATUS", now U.S. Pat. No. 6,889,52fi, issued May ]0,
2005, The aforementioned application is hereby incorpo-
rated herein by reference.

That application claims an invention that was disclosed in
one of the following provisional applications:

1) Provisional Application No. 601310,989, filed Aug. 8,
2401, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING DEVICE";

2} Provisional Agplication No. 60/31b,676, filer! Aug. 24,
2001, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING DEVICE";

3) Provisional Application No. 60/3!8,726, filed Sep. 12,
2001 , entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARA-
TUS";

4) Provisional Application No. 601318,808, filed Sep. 13,
2001, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING AFPARA-
TUS' ;

5) Frovisiona[ Application No, G4/345,464, filed Tan. 3,
2002, entitled "SHEET GLA55 FORMING AFPARA-
TUS' ;and

6) Provisional Application No. 60/345,465, filed Jan. 3,
21702, entitled "SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARA-
T1JS".

The benefit under 35 USC §l l9(e) of the U.S. provisional
applications is hereby claimed, and the aforementioned
applications are hereby incorporated herein by reference.

This application claims an invention related to U.S.
application Ser. No. 491851,627, filed May 9, 2001, entitled
"SHEET GLASS FORMING APPARATUS". The afore-
mentioned application is hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUNED OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The invention pertains generally to the manufacture of
glass sheets , and, more particularly, to glass sheets formed
from an overflow process.

2. Description of the Related Art

The glass that is used for semiconductor powered display
applications, and particularly for TFTlLCD display devices
that are widely used for computer displays, must have very
high surface quality to allow the successful application of
semiconductor type material. Sheet glass made using the
apparatus of U.S. Pat, No. 3,338,696, assigned tv Corning,
Inc., makes the highest quality glass as formed and does not
require post-processing . The Coming patent makes glass by
a manufacturing process termed: "The Overflow Process".
GIass made using other processes requires grinding andlor
polishing and thus does not have as fine a surface finish. The
glass shoot must also conform to stringent thickness varia-
tion and warp specifications. The fine surface finish is
formed From virgin glass primarily from the center of the
glass stream. This glass has not been in contact with foreign
surfaces since the stirring operation.

The teachings of U.S. Pat, No. 3,338,646 arc still the stale
of the art as practiced today. However, the apparatus has
limitations.

A major drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is that, even though it makes excellent glass over
most of the surface, the surface of the glass sheet nearest the
irilet is conrposed of glass that has Flowed in proximity to the
feeding pipe surfaces and therefore is subject to lower
qua]iry.

Another drawback of the apparatsus of "The Overflow
Process" is tha#, even though its makes excellent glass
during stable operating conditions, it recovers fmm transient
conditions very slowly. This is caused in part by quiescent

s zones of glass flow in the pipes conducting the glass fmm
the stirring device to the apparatus when these pipes are
designed using traditional practice . During unintended pro-
cesstransient these quiescent canes slowly bleed glass of a
previous materia l composition into the main process stream

to of glass causing defects. These defects eventually subside
when the process stabilizes; however, there is s period of
time where the quality of the glass sheet is substandard.

Yet another drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is the limited means for controlling the ihiclatess of

is the farmed sheet . The selective cooling of the glass with
respect to width as the sheet is farmed is not provided in
Curren ! practice.

The thickness control system of U.S. Pat. No. 3,682,609
can compensate for small thickness errors, but it can only

20 redistribute the glass over distances on the alder of 5--10 cm.

Another drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is that the fomting apparatus deforms during a
manufacturing campaign in a manner such that the glass
sheet ao longer meets the thickness specification. This is a

zs primary cause far premature termination of the production
run.

A further drawback of the apparatus of `"The Overflow
Process ' is that surface tension and body forces Dave a major
effect an the molten glass flow down the extetna! sides of the

30 forming apparatus causing the sheet to be narrower than the
farming apparatus and the edges of the formed sheet to leave
thick beads.

U.S. pat. No. 3,451,798 provides for edge directors which

3s endeavor to compensate far the surface tension effects but
are in reality a correction for problems created by restricting
the forming apparatus cross-section to a single profile on its
external surface.

Another drawback of the prior art is that the glass sheet is
an not inherently flat when drawn from the forming apparatus.

Yet another drawback of the apparatus of "The Overflow
Process" is that the drawing of the sheet from the bottom of
the apparatus has a propensity to have a cyclic variation in
sheet thickness . This cyclic thickness variation is a strong

qs function of uncontrolled air currents, which tend to become
more prevalent as the equipment ages during a production
campaign . As the apparatus ages, air leaks develop through
cracksvt material and assorted openings caused by differ-
ential expansion.

ga Therefore, there is a need in the art for an apparatus which
overcomes the shortcomings of the prior art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

s5 In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, ail the
glass that fomrs the surface of the useful area of the sheet is
virgin glass, which is not contaminated by How in proximity
to a refractory or refractory meta) surface after the stirring
operation. In addition, this embodiment significantly reduce

ea irrhomogeneities in the glass that forms the sheet by relo-
cating or eliminating the regions of quiescent flow in the
piping between the stirring device and the sheet glass
forming apparahts.

in another preferred ernhodiment, this invention iniro-
^s duces a precise thermal control system to redistribute the

How oi'mohen glass at the weirs which is the mast critical
area of the fornting process. This thermal crone] effectively
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counterects the degradation of the sheet forming apparatus
which inevitably occurs during a production campaign.

In yet another preferred embodiment, the iuvention intro-
duces a counteracting force to these stresses on the trough is
a manner such that the thermal creep which inevitably
occurs has a minimum impact on the glass flow character-
istics of the fat7uing trough. This ombodiment is designed
such that this counteracting force is maintained through an
extended period of the production campaign. Thus, sheet
glass may be manufactured for a longer time with the same
forming trough.

Another preferred embodiment creates a variable external
cross-section which alters the direction and magnitude of the
surface tension and body force stresses and thus, reduces the
adverse influence of surface tension and body forces an
sheet width.

Tn an alternative preferred embodiment, the glass is pref-
erentia l lycooled across its width to create farming stresses
during solidification, which ensure that the glass sheet
drawn is inhemnlly flat.

In a further preferred embodiment , ibis invention adjusts
the internal pressure in each of the major components of the
forming apparatus such that the pressure difference across
any leakage path to the forming zone is essentially zero.
"Therefore, air leakage in the apparatus is minimized even
though the cracks and openings exist during initial operation
and develop during manufacturing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TI3E DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates the principle parts of "The Overflow
Process" glass sheet manufacturing system.

FIG. ZA shows a side view of'The Overflow Process" as
known in the prior att.

FiG. 2B shows across-section of the glass flow in the
downcomer pipe across Jines B -B of FIG. 2A:

FIG. 2C shows across-section across lines C--C of FIG.
2A, where the glass flow in the downcomer pipe appears in
the sheet for 'The Overflow Process".

FIG. 3A shows a side view of a surface Bow distribution
device in a preferred embodiment of rho present invention.

FIG. 3B shows a tap view of a surface flow distribution
device itr a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4A shvtvs a side view of a submerged flow distri-
bution device in a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 4B shows a top view of a submerged flaw distribu-
tion device in a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion,

FIG. 5A shows a side view of `The Overflow Process" in
an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG, 5B shows the glass flow in the downcomer pipe
across Lines B-B of FIG. SA when a flow distribution
device is used.

FIG. SC shows across-section across lines C--C of FIG.
5A, where the glass flow in the downcomer pipe appears in
the sheet when a flow distribution device is used.

FIG. 5 shows a bowl with an inclined axis which diffuses
the quiescent flow zone at the bawl nose in a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7A shows the top view of a bowl with side inflow
which relocates ilre quiescent flow zone from the bowl nose
to the bowl side in a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 7B shows a side view of FIG. 7A.
FIG. 7C shows the top view of a bowl wish side inflow

which relocates the quiescent flow zone from the bowl nose

to a location approximately 45 degrees to the side with
respect to the centerline of the forming apparatus in a
preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7D shows a side view of FIG. 7C,
s FIG. 8 illustrates a bawl in "The Overflow Process" as

known in the prior art.
FIG. 9A shows a downcomer pipe feeding the farming

apparatus inlet with minimum quiescent flow in a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

to FIG, 9B shows a tap view of FIG. 9A.
FIG, 9C shows a detail of the downcomer pipe to trough

inlet pipe connection showing the glass flaw pattern in a
preferred embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 10A shows the flow between the downcomer pipe
rs and the forming apparatus inlet in "The Overflow process"

as known in the prior art.
FIG. 14B shows a top view of FIG. 14A.
FIG.10C shows a detail of the downcomer pipe to trough

inlet pipe connection showing the glass flow pattern as
za known in the prior art.

PIG.11A shows the principle parts of a typical "Overflow
Process" manufacturing system.

FIG.11B shows a section of FIG. 11A.
FIG. 12A illustrates a side view of the glass flowing

zs through the forming trough.
FIG. 12B shows a section through the center of the

forming trough of FIG. 12A showing the cooling zones.
FIG.13A shows a revised single heating chamber mottle

design in a preferred embodiment of the present invention.
3o FIG. 13B shows a section of FIG. 13A.

FIG. 14A shows air cooling tubes to effec ! localized
coaling to the molten glass as it passes aver the weirs in a
preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 14B shows a section of F1G. 14A.
35 FIG. 15A shows a muffle with multiple heating chambers

in a preferred embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 15B shows a section of FIG. 15A.
FIG. 16A shows radiant coolers which effect localized

cooling tv the molten glass as it passes over the weirs in a
ao preferred embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 166 shows a section of FIG. 16A,
FIG. 17A illustrates how the prior ar! trough design

deforms as a result of thermal creep.
FIG. 17B shows another view of FIG. 17A.

45 FIG. 18A shows the forming trough support system as
known in the prior art.

FIG. 18B shows another view of FIG. 18A.
FIG. 18C shows , another view of FIG. 18A.
FIG. 18D shows another view of FIG. 18A.

so
FIG . 19A shows single shaped compression blocks on

each end o€ the trough in a preferred embodiment of the
present invention.

FIG. 19B shows another view of FIG. 19A.

ss FIG, i9C shows another view of FIG. 19A.
FIG. 19D shows another view of FIG. 19A.
FIG, 24A show a single shaped compression block on one

end of the trough and multiple shaped compression blocks
on the other end in a preferred embodiment of the present

so invention.
FIG. 20B shows another view of FIG. 20A.
FIG. 2pC shows another view of FIG. 24A.
FIG. Z4D shows another view of FIG. 20A.
FIG. 2I A shows a trough des ign as lmnwn in the prior an.

ss F1G, 21B shows a top view of FIG. 21A.
FIG. 21C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 21A across lines C--C.
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F1G. 21D shows across-section of the trough design
shown in FIG. 21A across tines I7--D.

FIG. 21B shows across-section of the trough design
shown in P1G. 21A across lines E-E.

FIG. 21F shows across -section of the trough design
shown in FIG. 21A across fines F-F. '

FIG. 21G shows across-section of the trough design
Shawn in FIG. 21A actress lines G--G,

FIG. 22A shows a reduced inverted slope at each end of
the trough in a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

F1G. 22B shows a top view of FIG. 22A.
FIG. 22C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 22A across lines C--C.
F]G. 22D shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 22A across Imes D-D.
FIG. 22E shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 22A across lines E-E.
FiG. 22F shows across -section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 22A across lines F--F.
FIG. 22G shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 22A across lines G--G.
FIG. 23A shows an alternate embodirrrent of the present

igvegEian with further modified ends.
FIG. 23B shows a top view of FIG. 23A.
FIG. 23C shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 23A across lines C-C.
FIG. 23D shows across-section of the trough dosign

shown in FIG . 23A across lines D-D,
FIG. 23E shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 23A across lines E-E.
FIG. 23F shows across -section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 23A across lines F-1
FIG. 23G shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 23A across lines G-Cs.
FIG. Z4A shows an alternate embodimem of the present

invention with the potential for increased structural stiffness.
FIG. 24B shows a top view of FIG. 24A.
FIG. 24C shows across -section of Ehe trough design

shown in FIG. 24A across lines C-C,
FIG. 24D shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 24A across liges D-D.
FIG. 24E shows across -section of the trough design

shown in FIG. 24A across lines E-E.
FIG. 24F shows across-section of the trough design

shown in FIG . 24A across lines F-F.
FIG. 24G shows across-section of the Erough design

shown in FIG. 24A across lines G^'i.
FIG. 25A shows a farming trough with a convex upward

forming root which solidifies the center glass before the
edge glass in a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

FIG. 25B shows another view of FIG. 25A.
FIG. 25C shows another view of FIG. 25A.
FIG. 2SD shows another view of FIG. 25A.
FIG. 26A shows a farming trough with a convex down-

ward farming root which solidifies the edge glass before the
center glass in a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 26B shows another view of F1G. 25A.
FIG. 2GC shows another view of FIG. 2tiA.
FIG, 26D shows another view of F]G. 26A.
FIG. 27A shows a farming trough with a complexly

shaped Forming coat to solidify the glass in a unique manner
over its width iq a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 27B shows another view of FIG. 27A.

FIG. 27C shows another view of FiG. 27A.
FIG. 27D shows another view of FIG, 27A.
FIG. 28A illustrates the coaling process in "Tho Qverflow

process" glass sheet forming system as known in the prior
s art.

FIG. 28B shows a section of FIG. 26A.
FIG. 29A shows how the pressure in the muffle zone may

be controlled Ea minimize leakage in a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention.

t o FIG . 24B shows a section of FIG. 29A.
FIG, 30A shows how the pressure in the muffle door zone

may be controlled to minimize leakage in a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

FiG. 3014 shows a section of FIG. 30A.
is FIG. 3iA shows how the pressure in the transition zone

may 6e controlled to minimize leakage in a preferred
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 31B shows a section of FIG. 3iA.
FIG. 32A shows how the pressure in the annealer and

zo pulling machine zone may be controlled to minimize leak-
age in a pn:femd embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 32B shows a section of FIG. 32A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
zs INVENTION

The flow dynamics of this invention are such that the
outside surfaces of the glass sheet are farmed from thor-
oughly mixed virgin glass that comes from the center of the

so glass stream flowing into the forming apparatus and thus has
not contacted a refractory or refractory metal surface, This
produces the highest possible surface quality. This pristine
surface is essential far the manufacture of LCDCI'FI' senu-
conductordisplay devices. In addition, the flow dynamics in

ys all embodiments of this invention are such that the flow rate
of molten glass to the forming wedge at the bottom of the
forming trough is substantially uniform over its width.

Referring to FIGS. 1, 11J4 and 11B, a typical "Overl3ow
Process" manufacturing system (i} is shown. The glass {10}

ao from the melting furnace (2) and forehearih (3), which must
he of substantially uniform temperature and chemical com-
positioq feeds a stirring device (4}. The stirring device (4}
thoroughly homogenizes the glass. The glass {i0} is then
conducted through a bowl inlot pipe (5}, into a bowl (6), and

a5 down into the downcomer pipe (7), through the joint (14}
between the downcomer pipe (7) and the forming apparatus
inlet pipe (8), to Ehe inlet of the overflow trough (9). While
flowing from the stirring device (4} to dre trough (9}, the
glass (10), especially that which forms the sheet surface,

so must remain homogeneous. The normal purpose of, the 6ow1
(5) is to alter the flow direction from horizontal to vertical
and to provide, a means for slapping the flow of glass {10}.
A needle (13) is provided to slop glass Haw. The normal
function of thejaint {14} between the downcomer pipe (7}

ss and the trough inleE pipe (&) is to allow for removal of the
sheet glass forming apparatus For service as well as a means
of adjustment of the process oquipmenl.

The molten glass (10) from Ehe melting furnace and
forehearth, which must be of substantially uniform tempera-

6a titre and chemical comgasition, enters the forming apparatus
tlu^ough the inlet pipe (S) to the sheet forming trough (9).
The inlet pipe {ti) is preferably shaped to control the velocity
distribution of. the incoming molten glass How. The glass
sheet farming apparatus, which is described in detail in bath

G5 U.S. Pat. No. 3,338,69G and patent application Ser. No.
091851,627, herein incorporated by reference, is a wedge
shaped forming device {9). Straight sloped weirs (115),
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substantia l ly parallel with the pointed edge of the wedge
{root) (116), farm each side of the trough . The bottom of the
trough {117) and sides of the trough {1i8) are contoured in
a manner to provide even distribution of glass to the top of
each side weir (115). The glass then Bows over the top of
each side weir (115), down each side of the wedge shaped
forming device (9}, and joins at the pointed edge of the coat
(115), to form a sheet of molten glass (11). The sheet of
molten glass (11) is then cooled as it is pulled off the root
{116) by pulling rollers (171} to form a solid glass sheet (12)
of substantially uniform thickness , Edge rollers (110) may
also be used to draw the molten glass sheet (11}. In the prior
art, the forming trough (9) is encased within a mottle whose
purpose is to control the temperature of the farming trough
(9) and the molten glass (10). It is nomur[ practice to
maintain a uniform temperature in the muffle chamber (113}
surrounding the forming trough (9). Cooling the glass as it
1t^trsitions from the molten slate to the solid state must be
carefully controlled . This cooling process starts an the lower
part of the forming apparatus {9) just above the root (116},
and continues as the molten glass sheet passes through the
muffle door zone (1l4). The molten glass is subsantially
solidified by the time it reaches the pulling rollers (111). The
molten glass forms a solid glass sheet (12) of substantially
uniform thickness.

Altering GIass Flow Distribution
12efet 'riing also to FIGS. 2 through IQ a preferred emb^di-

ment ofthe present invention alters the flaw path at the inlet
of the sheer glass fomting apparatus to improve surface
quality. It also facilitates mare uniform Bow of glass tEtrough
the piping that conducts the glass from the stirring device to
the sheet glass farming apparatus.

IJ.S. Pat . No. 3,338,b46 considers only the glass flow
within the forrting trough . Ii.S. Pat . No. 3,338 ,695 also
claims [brat the entim sheet surface is formed from virgin
glass, which has not been adversely effected by contact with
a foreign surface. This is not entirely correct as the sheet
formed on the inlet end of the trough has flowed on the
piping system front surface . A Bow distribution device is
added at the trough inlet in this invention to ensure that all
of the useable sheet surface is formed from v '[rgin glass. The
piping system between the glass stirring device and the glass
sheet forming apparatus is modified from traditipnal practice
in the bowl and at the connection between the downcomer
pipe and the forming apparatus inlet pipe . The Bow through
the bowl is altered , either eliminating or relocating the
quiescent Bow zone that normally forms at the front top
surface of the how] . The downcomer pipe is not submerged
in the forming apparatus inlet pipe glass thus eliminating the
quiescent How zone between the pipes.

PIGS. 2A through 2C illustrate where the glass (10)
flowing in the downcomer feed pipe (7) ends up in the
farmed glass sheet in the prior art "overflow Process". The
glass Bow in proximity to the sides (21} of the downcomer
pipe (7) ends up in the center of the drawn sheet. The Bow
{23) in proximity to the front surface of the downcomer pipe
(7) is distributed over the entire glass surface, however, it is
most concentrated on the approximate one third of the sheet
at the inlet end. This surface glass (23} is subject to dismp-
tion 6y rho downcomer pipe surface and by the glass in the
quiescent zones in the bowl (5) and at the downcomer pipe
{'^ to inlet pipe {8 ) connection (14). The surface of the
remaining substantially two thirds oC the sheet is formed
from virgin interior glass (22). 'fwa other portions of the
glass Row (24) which are symmetrically offset 'from the front
surface at an angle of approximately 4S degrees end up

forming the near end unusable edge section (25} at the inlet
end of the sheet . Another portion (25) centered at the back
surface al an angle of approximately 180 degrees proceeds
to the far end unusable edge section {27).

s FIGS. 3A and 3B show an embodiment of the glass sheet
forming apparatus {31) with an in8aw pipe {8}, a flow
distribution device (32) (which is a subject of this invention)
located at the trough inlet surface , and the glass sheet
forming apparatus body (9}. The Now distribution device

to (32) interrupts the glass surface flaw and diverts it to the
surface in the edge of the shee#. Glass from the center of the
downcomer pipe Now stream then comes to the surface of
the forming trough to form the surface of the useable portion
of the glass sheet (11}.Nate that ten to twenty percent of the

t5 sheet at each edge is, normally unusable far various reasons.
FIGS . 4A and 413 show an alternative embodiment of the

glass sheet farming apparatus (41), which performs the same
function as the embodiment in FIG. 3 except that the surface
Now distribution device (42) is located under the surface of

zo the glass (10) and redistributes the surface Now in a more
subtle but equally effective manner . The glass Now (1Q) that
forms the unusable inlet edge of the sheet, flows through the
center slot {43} in the flow distribution device (42}.The glass
(which Mows through this center slot) is the glass that has

zs been in proximity to the front surface of the downcomer
pipe. Glass from the center of the downcomer pipe then
News to the trough surface to form the surface of the useable
portion of the sheet {11). Other glass that flows in proximity
to the surface of the downcomer pipe remains submerged.

3o FIGS , SA through SC illustrate where the gfess (10)
flowing in the downcomer feed pipe (7) ends up in the
farmed glass sheet for the inventions described in FIGS. 3
and 4 , The glass flow to the center of the sheet (21} is
virtually identical to that in the prior art. However, the flow

3s (52) which forms the outside surface of the formed glass
sheet does noE flow in proximity to the front surface of the
downcomer pipe (7). The two portions of the glass flow {24)
which are symmetrically offset from the front surface a! an
angle of approximately 45 degrees and which end up form-

ao ing the unusable edge section (25) at the irilet end of the
sheet azc substantially unaffected , as is the glass Bow (26}
which ends up in the unusable edge section {27}.

FiG. 6 is an embodiment #hat shows the axis of the bowl
(66) inclined at an angle such that the main process stream

as passes through the front of the bowl. This active Saw (54)
entrains the surface glass (61), overcoming the surface
tension forces that would normally create a quiescent zone
of glass flow located at the bowl nose (FIG. 8). A needle {I3)
is present Ev stop glass Now.

so FIGS . 7A through 7D show an cmbadiment of the present
invention where a crossways motion of the glass in the bow]
(76) is facilitated 6y feeding the glass in the pipe coming
from the stirring device to the bow! {75 }, into the side of the
bawl (75) at an angle (74) with respect #o the centerline (73)

55 of the forming apparatus (4}. This effeciiveJy changes the
flow pattern (70) in Ehe bowl such that the quiescent zone
narnally located et the bawl nose (81, FIG . 8) is moved to
the side of the howl (71). Referring back to FIGS. 2A-2C
and SA-SC, depending on the angle {74) of the Now in the

so bawl with respect to the centerline (73) of the forming
apparatus (9), the glass from the quiescent zone {71) ends up
in either the unusable portion of the edges (25}, {27) ar is
submerged in the center of the glass sheet (21} instead of on
the surface of the gloss sheet (23). TEte glass tree surface (72}

65 in the bowl is also shown,
FIG, 8 illustrates thepriorarl with a bowl (5 ) which shows

the qu^,^ent zone {81 ) of glass that is located at the front of
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the bow! (b). 'Phis glass is kept in place by a combination of
low process stream flow (80 ) at the front of the bowl and
surface tension.

FIGS . 9Athmugh 9C show an embodiment of the present
invention where the bottom end (94 ) of the downcomer pipe
(97} is located substantial [y above the glass free surface {90}
in the forming apparatus inlet pipe (98}. The bottom end of
the downcomer pipe (97 ) and the forming apparatus inlet
(98) also have a specific size and shape, (95) and (92),
respectively. The vertical distance (93} and the size and
shape (92) of the forming apparatus inlet (98) is specifically
designed to minimize any zone of quiescent or vortex flow
in the glass Row path (91}.Thus, the molten glass (10) forats
amore homogenous sheet (11). This design is determined by
solution of the Buid flow equations (Navier-Stokes Equa-
tions) and by experimental tests.

FIGS , l0A through 10C show a downcomer pipe (7)
submerged in the molten glass surface {100 } in the fornring
apparatus iatei pipe (8) as known in Dre prior art. There is a
quiescent zone (10I}between the two pipes {7}and (8}. The
glass flow path (103) produces an atmular vortex (142} of
glass between the downcomer pipe {7 ) and the trough inlet
pipe {8). The vortex exchanges little materia! with the meta
process stream except during Row transients at which time
it produces defects in the glass sheet.

Redueiag Degradation of Sheet Glass Farming Apparatus
Referring now to FIGS . 12 through 16, another embodi-

ment of the present invention controls the Row distribution
of glass on the farming apparatus in a manner such that the
degradation ofthe production apparatus and the deformation
of the forming trough that results from thermaE creep is
compensated by thermal control of the glass Row distribu-
tion.

U.S. Pat . No. 3,338,696 relies on a spedfically shaped
forming trough to distribute the glass in a manner to form a
sheet of uniform thickness . The basic shape of this forming
bough is described in detail in U.S. Pat , No. 3,338 ,G96. The
sheet glass forming process is conducted at elevated tem-
peratures , typically between 11)00° C, and ]350° C. At these
temperatures , the refractory materials used for construction
of the forming trough exhibit a property called thermal
cmep, which is deformation of the material cause by applied
stress. Thus, the trough deforms under the stress caused by
its owrr weight and the stress caused by the hydrostatic
pressure of the glass in the trough.

The materials used in the construction of the other pads
of the forming apparatus also degrade (warp , crack, change
Thetlnal properties , etc.} in an lndeterrninate way, which has
an adverse effect on thickness distribution . The Thickness
control system of U.S. Pat . No. 3,6$2 ,609 can compensate
for small thiclatess errors, but it can only redistribute the
glass over distances on the order of S-IQ cm . To signi&-
cantly effect thickness distribution over the entire width of
the glass sheet, the Row of the molten glass over the weirs
must be controlled.

This embodiment of the invention solves this problem by
introducing a precise Thermal control system to redistribute
the Row of molten glass at the weirs, which is Qre most
critical area of the forming process. This thermal control
effectively counicracts the degradation of the sheet farming
apparatus which inevitably occurs during a production cam-
paign.

FIG. 12A shows the, side view of the forming trough {9)
with arrows showing the Row of molten glass { l0) through
tlrc forming trough (9) to the side weirs (115), FIG. 128
shows a section through the center of the fornting trough (9)

iU
which shows the different zones for the control of molten
glass {10) as it Rows through the forming apparatus. Zone
(121} is the Row from the inlet end of the trough to the far
end, zone (122) is the Row over the weirs, zone {123) is Ehe

5 Bow down the outside of the forming trough , and zone {124)
is the molten glass (11) being puller! off the root (116) and
cooling into a solid sheet (12). The effect on the solid glass
sheet (12) thickness caused by heating or cooling the molten
glass (10) as it passes through each zone is different . Adding

to energy to (raising the temperature of) or removing energy
from the molten glass {10) as it Bows from the inlet end to
the far end of the forming trough (9) in,zaae (121) produces
concave or convex sheet thickness profiles respectively. The
period of the ihiclotess proRIe changes effec ted in woe (121)

is is on the order of the length of the trough.
Changes to the energy flux to the molten glass {10} as it

Rows over the weirs (liS) in zone {122) has a powerful
effect on the resultant solid glass sheet thickness distribu-
tion. Localized cooling of the glass in zone (122) effectively

zo produces a dam , which has a large effect on glass flow. This
is an extremely sensitive zone, and any control strategy other
than isothermal must be carefully designed. Zone (123} is
important to rctum the glass to a uniform temperature
distribution , substantially linear in the longitudinal direc-

zs Lion , in order that the dmwing process at the root (116) is
consistent . Difl'ereatial cooling in woe (124} is the abject of
U.S. Pat. No. 3,682,609 and is effective in making small
thickness distribution chairges, Cooling at given longitudinal
location affects the thickness at that Eocation in one direction

so and conversely to the glass on each side of the location. The
effect is longitudinal redistribution of the glass over a
distance on the order of centimeters.

FIGS. l3A and 138 show an embodiment of this inven-
tion whereby the top and sides of the muBle (132) are shaped

ss more closely to the outside surface of the molten glass {10)
that is Rowing in and on the forming trough (9 ). The muRle
{132) is heated by heating elements in heating chamber
(i31). The primary heat transfer medium in the muRle
chamber (113) is radiation . ey designing the muRle (132} to

as conform closely to the outside shape of the molten glass
(10}, energy may be directed to targeted areas of the molten
glass (10), thereby effecting greater control of lemperatwe
distribution. The heating elements in the heating chamber
{131} have adequate power to balance the energy flux to the

as forming trough {9) and thus create suitable temperature
conditions.

FIGS. 14A and 148 show an embodiment of this inven-
tion which enacts localized cooling of the molten glass {l0)
as it passes over the weirs (1l5) in zone (122}. The mottle

sa (132} configuration of FIGS. 13A and 138 is used. Air
cooling tubes (142}, similar in function to those air cooling
tubes (141), which ate described in U.S . Pat. Ne . 3,682,609,
are directed at the heating chamber side of the mu87e (143}
just above the molten glass (1D} Bowing over the weirs

ss (115). Localized cooling of the glass in this location effec-
tively produces a localized dam, which has , a significant
effect on the thickness distribution of the solid glass sheet.

FIGS. 15A and 1513 show an embodiment of this invcn-
livn whereby the multi -chamber muRle (156) is designed

so with separnte heating chambers (1S]-155} to control the
temperature ofthe molten glass (1 D} as its passes through the
various individual pones of the forming process. These
zones {121-124} are described in FIGS. 12A and 128. The
mufti-chamber muffle (1S6} has five heating chambers

GS (151-155). Heating chamber (153}, located over the top of
[he forming trough (9), effects the Row of glass from the
inlet end [o ilre far end of the forming trough {9 }, (tone
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(i21)). The heating chambers (152) and (154) over the'top
of the weirs (115) effect the flow over the weirs (115) (zone
(122)), and the healing chambers {151) and (155) as each
side of the trough (9) are used to balance the temperature
Iongiludinally (zone (123)). All the heating chambers
(151--155) have heating elements with adequate power to
balance the energy flux to the forming trough (9) and thus
create suitable temperature conditions.

PIGS. 16A and 16B show an embodiment of this inven-
tion which affects localized cooling to the molten glass (10)
as it passes over the weirs {115 ). This is zone (122) shown
in FIG . 12B. The multi-chamber muffle (156} configuration
of FIGS . 15A and 15B is used . Specially designed radiant
coolers (161), installed in heating chambers (1S2) and (154),
have the ability to selectively cool the heating chamber side
of the muflle surface (162) opposite the weirs (115). The
radiant cooler has multiple adjustments (i64} such that the
temperature of its bottom surface can be varied in the
Iongitudinal direction . The distribution of the heat transfer
between the radiant cooler (161) and the muffle surface
(162) is a function of the distance (i63). By varying the
distance (163) between the cooling device {161 } and the
mu11le surface (162), the cooling effect may be attenuated to
adjust sensitivity. Although it is not illustrated , the cooling
devices (161) are replaceable during operation . The radiant
coolers (161) could alternately be inserted from Ehe side
instead ofthe top with a suitable change in the design of the
heating chambers (152), {153) and (154).

In an aItemative embodiment , the air cooling tubes (142}
of FIG. 14A and 14B could be used with the muffle {156)
design of FIGS. 15A and 158 , and the radiant coolers (161)
of FIGS . 16A and 16B could be used with the muffle (132)
configuration of FIGS, 13A and I3B.

Reducing Thickness variations in the Glass Sheet
Referring to FIGS . 17 through 20, another embodiment of

the present invention supports and stresses the forming
apparatus in a maruter such that the deformation that results
from thermal creep has a minimum effect on the thickness
variation of the glass sheet. This embodiment introduces a
counteracting fon:e to these stresses on the trough in a
manner such that the thermal creep which inevitably occurs
has a minimum impact bn the glass flaw characteristics of
the forming trough. The invention is designed such that this
counteracting force is maintained through an extended
period ofthe production campaign. Thus, sheet glass maybe
manufactured for a longer time with the same forming
trough.

The refractory rnaterials from which the Forming trough
and its support structure are made have high strength in
compression and low strength in tension . Like most struc-
iuralmaterials, they also change shape when stressed at high
temperature , This embodiment was developed due to the
material characteristics and how these characteristics affect
the manufacturing process.

There are two fundamental concepts in this embodiment
of the invention . First, applying a force and/or moments to
the ends, of the trough counteracts stress caused by the
forces of gravity, thus minimizing the effect on molten glass
flow caused by thermal creep . Second, the invention uses
compression members shaped such that thermal creep, to
which the compression members are also subject, does not
substantially alter the application of said force and/or
moment.

FIGS . 17A and 17B illustrate the typical effects of tlrennal
creep on the drape of the trough . FIG. 17A shows that the
forming trough (9}sags in Ehe middle such that the top of the

i2
weirs (115), and the mot {116} are now curved {i71) and the
trough bottom (117) has a change in curvature {171). This
curvature (171) causes the molten glass (10) to no longer
How with constant thickness {172) aver the weirs {I15). This

s curvature (171) allows more glassto Saw over the middle of
the weirs resulting in an uneven sheet thickness distribution.
FIG. 17B shows how the hydrostatic force (174) from the
moltcn glass (lo) in the forming trough (9) forces the weirs
(115} to move apart at the top. This a) lows mare glass to How

ra to the middle of the forming trough {9}making the Oriclcness
in the middle even greater.

FIGS . 18A through 18D show a sheet glass forming
appamtus (l80) as known in the prior art. The forming

is trough (9) is supported by an inlet end supporting block
{181} and a far end supporting block {182). The fuming
trough (9) is the equivalent of a beam, which is subject to a
bending stress from its own weight , from the weight of the
glass in and an the trough, and from drawing forces. Because

za of the law tensile strength of the Frougfi material, a com-
pressive force (183) is applied to the lower half of the
forming trough (9) to force the material at the root (116) of
the forming trough (9) into compression . Typically the inlet
end support block (181) is restrained in the longitudinal

2s (horizontal) direction and the compression force {183} is
applied to the far and support block (182). The prior art
considers only preventing tension at the mot (116) of the
forming trough (9), and then only the stress nt start -up. Little
consideration is made for the affects on stress of the thermal

3a creep of the farming trough {9 } and its support blocks {181}
and (182).

FIGS. 19A through 19D show an embodiment of a sheet
glass forming apparatus {190} that has shaped end support
blacks {191 ) and (192}. 't'he inlet end shaped support block

3s (191} is restrained in the longitudinal direction . A compres-
sion force (193) is applied to the far end shaped support
block (192). The shape of the support block is designed in
a manner to produce a farce distribution in the forming
trough (9) to substantial [y counteract the effect of the weight

ae of the forming trough {9 ) and the moltcn glass (10). The
applied force (193) is such that all material in the forming
trough (9) is under substantially equal compression stress in
the longitudrna] direction . This stress causes the thermal
creep to actor primarily in the longitudinal dimction with

as little of the sagging shown in FIG.17A. The forming trough
(9) gets shorter due to the equal compressive stress in the
longitudinal direction. T1re shaped support blocks arc also
subject to [hermat creep . 'the cross section of Ehe shaped
support block is the same over substantially its entire length

so with equal compressive stress across its section . Thus as the
shaped support block deforms from thermal creep, it con-
tinues to apply substantially the same force distribution to
the forming irnugh (9).

FIGS. ZOA through 20D show an embodiment of a sheet
ss glass farming apparatus (200) that has four shaped end

support blacks {201), (202), (204), and (205). The inlet end
has three shaped supportblocks (201}, (204), and (205), a!1
of which have longitudinal compression forces (206}, {207),
and (208) applied . A compression forz;e {203 } is applied to

so the far end shaped support block (202). The shape and
loading of Ehe support blocks (202) and (203) are designed
to the same criteria as support blocks {191 ) and (192} in
F1G5. 19A--19D . The two upper shaped support blocks
(204) and (205) are attached to the inlet end oCthe weirs and

65 arc angled such that they exert an additional force on the
weirs to counteract the affect of the hydrostatic forces which
tend to spread the weirs apart. Although the blocks {204) and
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farming stresses during solidification that create a Hat sheet.
The present invention ahcrs the forming stresses and cooling
distribution such that the Formed sheet is inherently Hat.

FIGS, 25A through 2517 show an embodiment of this
s invention where the shape of the bottom of the forming

wedge (116) is not straight but is forrrted convex upward
{250). This causes fhe glass that is drawn from the center of
the forming wedge {251) to cool faster than the glass drawn
from each edge (252) of the forming wedge. The strategy is

to to impose stresses on the partially solidified glass {257) in
the center of the sheet to cause the sheet to be Hatter, having
less warp.

F1G5.26A through 26^ show another embodiment of this
invention where the shape of the bottom of the forming

is wedge (116) is not straight but is formed convex downward
(260). `T'his causes the glass that is drawn from the center of
the forming wedge (261) to cool slower than that drawn
from each edge (262) of the forming wedge. The strategy is
to hold the more solidified edges (262) apart , primarily with

ie the edge rollers (110), such that stresses caused by the
shrinkage of the partially solidified glass {261 } in the center
of the sheet cause the sheet to be Hade ,having less warp.

FIGS. 27A through 27D show an embodiment of this
invention when the shape of the bottom of the forming

xs wedge ( ll6) is not straight but has complex shape across its
width {270). This causes the glass that is drawn from the
forming wedge (9) to have an equivalent cooling profile. The
tooting strategy from this configuration would be a combi-
nation of that shown in FIGS. 25A through 2SD and 26A

3u through 26D.

{205) are shown with an inward angle in the figures, they
also could be angled outward without deviating from the
spirit of the invention.

In a preferred embodiment, short {]0-25% of length)
transition zones (not shown) are at the trough ends of the
shaped support blocks, In these transition zones , the cross-

- section ofihe shaped support block will change from that of
the shaped support block to a shape that will suitably apply
the design load to the trough block

E$i:cts of Surface Tension on the Sheet
ht an alEemative embodiment of the invention , the width

and the angle of the inverted slope of the forming wedge
may be changed to after the effect of surface tension and
body forces oa the narrowing of the sheet. In addition, the
width and the inverted slope angle may be increased to make
the structure stiffer and thus more resistant to therms ] creep.

FIGS. 21A through 21G show the grior art shape of the
forming trough. The crass -section of the wedge shaped
portion , F1G5.21C through 21G, is uniform over the entire
useable length of the trough . The width of the trough (21I)
and the angle of the inverted slope (210) are identical ai each
section . As the molten glass (10) flows dawn the vertical
portion (211) of the forming wedge (9), the surface tension
and body forces have a minimal effect on the sheet width
(212), whereas , when the molten glass (f0) flaws vertically
down fhe inverted scope portion (210) of the forming wedge,
the surface tension and body forces act to make the sheet
narrower (213).

FIGS . 22A through 22G show an identical width of the
trough (211) over its entire length , whereas Ute eagle of the
inverted slope (210) is the same in the center of the trough
(FIGS. 21D-21k') and the angle of Ehe inverted slope (220}
at each end is reduced . This reduced inverted slope {220) has
a counterbalancing effect on the surface tension and body
force stresses and thus reduces the narrowing of the sheet
{223).

FIGS . 23A through 23G show the width of the trough
(211} and rho angle of the inverted slope (210) being the
same in the ceaterofihe trough (FIGS. 21I} through 21F and
FIGS , 22I7 through 22F}, whereas , the width of the trough
(231) and the angle of the inverted slope (230) at each end
am reduced . This reduced width {231 ) and inverted slope
{230) have a counterbalancing effect on the surface tension
and body forte stresses over the effect of FIGS . 22A through
22G and thus further reduces the narrowing of the sheet
(233).

FIGS. 24A through 24G show another embodiment of this
invention, wherein the width of the trough (211) and {23i)
and the angle of the inverted slope {210) and {230) are the
same as in the embodiment of FIGS . 23A through 23G
except that the angle of the inverted slope {240) at the center
of the trough , FIG. 24E is substantially greater than the other
inverted slopes (210) and (230). This greater angle increases
the section modulus of the structure making it stiffer and
thus less prone to thermal creep . Keeping the rnnfiguration
of the ends the same as F]GS. 23A through 23G has
substantially the same effecE on the surface tension and body
force stresses as FIGS . 23A through 23G and thus has little
effect on the narrowing of the shoot (243).

Producing a Flat Sheet
U.S. Pat . No. 3,33$,696 considers only the glass flow in

the forming trough and assumes that the drawn glass from
the bottom of the forming trough will be of uniform thick-
ness and flatness because of the uniform thickness of the
flow of glass to the critical point of solitfiftcalian . ]n practice,
glass must be preferentially cooled across its width to create

Reducing Air I..eakage
U.S. Pat . A[o. 3,338,696 relies primarily on careful design

and matching ofmateria [s to prevent any material cracks and
ss openings . These cracks and openings are the scones of air

leakage , for both initial opetalian and for operation during
the course of a manufacturing campaign . This embodiment
of the invention provides individual pressure balancing
technology such that even if a leakage Bath exists al start-up

an or develops during operation, a minimum quantity ofair will
How through the leakage paths.

' 'fhe glass shcet is formed by drawing the glass from the
bottom of the overflow forming trough . The molten glass is
cooled and is solidified in a carefully controlled manner. The

as mast desirable cooling phenomena is radiation , which cools
the glass substantially evenly through its entire thickness.
Convective coaling, which cools only the glass surface, is
also a factor. The convective coaling must tie minimized as
it has a destabilizing effect on the drawing process. The

so observed phenomena is a cyclic variation in sheet thickness
as it is drawn , This is termed "pumping" and is a phenomena
noted in all glass drawing processes.

The operating temperature of the farming zone of "The
Overflow Process" is typically 1250° C , and is at the top of

ss an open bottom chamber , Typically 3 meters high, containing
an atmosphere of hat air. Because of the approximately 3
meter column of high temperature air, the atmosphere in the
zone when ilte sheet is formed has a pressure higher than the
pressure: outside of the Forming apparatus . Therefore, any

Ga crack ar opening creases an airflow path whereby air Hvws
into the open bottom of the chamber , up the chamber and out
the cracks or openings . This Ieakage substantially increases
the convective coaling in the forming zone and subsequently
produces n cyclic variation in the sheet thickness.

Gs For air to flow through an opening there must be a
difference in pressure fmm one side of the opening to the
other. This invention involves adjusting the internal pressure
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in each of the major components of the forming apparntus
such that the pressure difference across any leakage path to
the forming zone is essentially zero. Therefore , if an opening
either exists or develops , no air leakage will occur as there
is no di8i;rentia ] pressure to force airRow.

the air pressure in the internal chambers of the forming
system is substantially higher than the ambient pressure in
the factory. This is because of the Inw density of the heated
air crontained in We forming system . This elevated pressure
forces the internal air to leak through any openings or cracks
in the membrnnes which separate . the forming zones From
the heating and cooling zones. The leakage can 6e mini-
mized by equalizing the air pressure on each side of any
leakage path. ,

Referring now to FIGS. 28A through 32B, FIGS. 28A and
28B show cooling of the glass as ii transitions from the
mvhcn state to the solid state . This process mus! be carefully
controlled. This coaling process starts on the lower pats of
the forming apparatus (9) just above the toot (116), in the
muffie zone (280), continues as the molten glass sheet (lI)
passes through the muffie door zone (114}, and is substan-
tially solidified by the time it leaves the transition zone
(281). The controlled cooling process continues in the
annealer aad pulling machine zone (2$2} to relieve interval
stress in the solidified glass sheet (12).

Four embodiments far controlling farming chamber pres-
sure differentials are shown in FIGS. 29A through 3213.
These are a) adding flow to pressurize , b) restricting outflow,
c) flawing to a vacuum, and d) encasement 6y a pressurizing
chamber, respectively . Any of these control methpds may be
used to contrvI the pressure in either the mottle zone {284),
the mu$Ie door zone (114), the transition zone (281), or the
annealing and pulling machine zone (282) depending an
unique design requirements . Tire critically important objec-
tive, however, is to equalize the pressure on each side of the
membrane separating either the factory atmosphere or a
heating zone ar a cooling zone from tire forming chamber.
This invention also applies to implementations of "The
OverAaw Process" where the gas in the forming chamber is
a gas other than air, i.e. nitrogen, etc.

More specifically, FIGS . 29A and 29B show an embodi-
ment of the mottle woe (2$D} which shows air (290), which
is preferably preheated , introduced into the mule ][eating
chamber (131) to make the pressure in the heating chamber
(131) equal to that in the adjacent forming chamber (113).
The wall (# 32) separating the two chambers in the muffle is
normally constructed of many pieces and is therefore sus-
ceptible to random leaks . Equalizing the pressure between
the two chambers minimizes the leakage flow.

FIGS . 30A and 30B show an embodiment of the muffie
door zone (114), which includes an exit restriction (300) to
the flow of air exiting each muffie door (301) to factory
ambient pressure. The size of this restriction is varied Ea
regulate the pressure inside the mule door {302} equal to
that in the pressure in the adjacent farming chamber {303),
3`he flow of air into the muffie doors (3fl1} through the
cooling tubes (141) would normally be adequate to over-
come any, leakage paths and thus raise rho mottle door
internal pressure (302) to the ! of the adjacent farming
chamber pressure (303).

FIGS.31A and 31B show an embodiment ofthe transition
zone (281), which has the cooling air at elevated pressure
{3l0) entering the cooling chamber (all) and exiting (312}
each of the transition coolers (313) into a regulated vacuum
source (314). The large volume of air required for cooling in
the trnasilion zone would normally raise the pressure in the
transition cooling chamber (3I1) about that of the adjacent

16
forming chamber (315. A vacuum source (314) is therefore
required to lower the pressure and is adjusted to equalize the
pressure in the transition cooling chamber (311} to the
pressure in the adjacent Forming chamber {315).

s FIGS . 32A and 32B show an embodiment of the annealer
and pulling machine zone {282), which includes a pair of
gressure balancing chambers (320} on each end of the
annealer and pulling machine (282), The pressure in the
balancing chamber {321) is adjusted to 6e equal to the

t o pressure in the annealing chamber (322). A chamber at each
end was chosen because the bearings and adjustment mecha-
nisms for the pulling rollers (111] are on the ends. Alternate
configurations would be one single pressure balancing
chamber (320} encasing the entire annealer and pulling

is machine (282) or a multitude of individual pressure ba^anc-
ing chambers {320) as would be required by particular
design considerations,

Accordingly, it is to be understood that the embodiments
of the invention herein described are merely illustrative of

zo the application of the principles of the invention , Reference
herein to details of the illustrated embodiments is not
intended to limit the scope of the claims, which themselves
recite those featums regazded as essential to the invention.

What is claimed is:
as #. An improved appamtus for forming sheet glass,

wherein the apparatus includes a trough for receiving molten
glass that has sides attached to a wedged shaped street
forming structure that has downwardly sloping sides oan-
verging at the bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet is

30 formed when molten glass Bows aver the sides of the trough,
down the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped
sheet forming struchre and meets at the bottom of the
wedge, and wherein the improvement comprises a muflrle;

3s and at least one heating chamber located adjacent to the
muffie on a side opposite the trough, wherein the top and the
sides of the mottle are shaped to an outside surface of the
molten glass Rowing in and on the trough.

2. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the
improvement further comprises a plurality of air cooling

40 htbes directed at s heating chamber side of the muffle just
above the molten glass , wherein the air wolfing tubes vary
a temperature in a longitudinal dtrection.

3. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein the
as improvement further comprises a plurality of rndiant coolers

installed in the heating chamber just above the molten glass,
wherein the radiant coolers vary a temperature in a longi-
tudinal direction.

4. The improved apparatus of claim 1 , wherein a structure
so °f the muffie creates five heating chambers comprising:

a) a healing chamber over a top of the trough;
b) a heating chamber over a left side of the trough sides;
c) a heating chamber over a right side of the trough sides;
d) a heating chamber on a left side of the trough; and

ss e) a heating chamber on a righE side of the trough.
5. The improved apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the

improvement further comprises:
a} at least one inlet end support block located at an inlet

end of the trough, wherein the inlet end support block
so supports rho trough; and

b} at least one farend support block localod of an opposite
end of the trough as the inlet end support block,
wherein the far end support block supports the trough;

wherein the inlet end support block and the far end
65 support block are shaped to distribute Force in the

Irough to counteract the effect of the weight of the
trough such that an applied farce puts all the refractory
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that comprises the trough structure under substantially 16. The improved apparatus of claim 13, wherein the
equal compression struss in a longitudinal direction; improvement further comprises a shape of a bottom of the

such that any deformation of Fhe farming trough that wedge shaped sheet farming structure selected from the
results from thermal creep has a minima] effect on a group consisting of
thickness variation of the glass sheet. s a) rnnvex upward;

6. The improved apparatus of claim 5 , wherein there are b) convex downward; and
three inlet end support blocks, wherein fwo of the inlet end c} a wave comprising both convex downward and convex
support blocks are attached to an inlet end of each of the upward portions;
trough sides and angle to exert an additional force an the such that a sheet formed from the apparatus is flat.
trough sides to counteract a plurality of hydrostatic forces 10 17. The improved apparatus of claim 16, wherein the
which spread the trough sides apart , shape of the bottom of the wedge shaped sheet forming

7. The improved apparatus of claim 5 , wherein the structure affects a thickness distribution of the glass in the
improvement further comprises : edges of the sheet.

c) a shape of each support bloelc such that the support 15 18. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the improvement
block is uniformly stressed in the longitudinal direr- further comprises a variable width of the structure and angle
lion ; of the downwardly sloping sides:

wherein the thermal creep of the support block is uniform , 19. A molten glass delivery system far use in producing
thereby maintaining a required fame distribution on the sheet glass by a fusion process comprising : (a) a fast conduit
trough; and 20 which has a fast cfiaracteristic cross-sectional dimension;

d) a transition zone in a support block shape of approxi - and (b) a second conduit which has an exit end and a second
mately 1¢25% of the length of the support blocks to characteristic cross-sectional dimension ; wherein : (i) the
adapt its shape to that of the trough. first conduit receives molten glass from the second conduit;

8. The improved apparatus of claim I, wherein an angle (i i) a portion of the first conduit surrounds a portion of the

of an inverted slope at each end of the trough is less thaw an zs second conduit ; and (iii) the first characteristic cross-sec-

angle of an inverted slope at a center of the trough. tivnaI dimension is larger than the second characteristic

9. The improved apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein a width of cross-sectional dimension so that a free surface of molten

the trough at an end of the trough is less than a width of the glass is formed between the first and second conduits;

trough at a center of the trough . wherein the portion of tho second conduit which is

10. The improved apparatus of claim 1, wherein an angle 3 o surrounded 6y the first conduit is substantially verti-

of aninverted sloped at a center of the trough is substantially
greater than the angle ofUte inverted slopes not in the center

tally oriented; and
wherein the molten glass between the first and second

of the trough . conduits defines a free surface: and the exit end of the

II. The improved apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the
second conduit is above said free surface.

improvement further comprises a shape of a bottom of the as 2fl. The system of claim I9, wherein the first and second

wedge shaped sheet Forming structure selected from the
conduits are positioned relative to one another sa that the

group consisting of: spatial relationship between the exit end of the second

a) convex upward ;
conduit and the free surface afthe molten glass resuhs in the
formation of a homogeneous glass sheet.

b) convex downward; and 4a 2l. The system of claim 19, wherein the first and second
c) a wave comprising bath convex downward and convex conduits arc positioned relative tv one another to minimize

upward portions; a zone of quiescent or vortex flow in a path of gtass flow.
such that a sheeE formed from the apparatus is flat 22 . The system ofclaim 19, wherein Ehe apparatus further
12. The improved apparatus of claim 1I , wherein the comprises a flow distribution device located under a surface

shape of the bottom of the wedge shaped sheet fvrnring 45 of the glass and the apparatus reduces a plurality of,inho-
struclttre affects a Ifiickrress distribution of the glass in the mogeneities in the glass forming the usable portion of the
edges of the sheet . ^ Formed sheet.

I3, An improved appamtus for farming sheet glass , 23. The system ofclaim 19 , wherein Ehe apparatus further
wherein the apparatus includes a trough for receiving molten so

comprises a flow of glass into the bowl at an angle of

glass that has sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet approximately 45 degrees with respect to the centerline of
forming structure that has downwardly sloping sides con- the trough and the apparatus reduces a plurality of inhoma-
verging atthe bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet is geneities in the glass forming the usable portion of the
formed when molten glass flows over the sides of the trough , formed sheet.

down the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped 55 24. A method for rr doting the sag rate ofa forming trough
sheet farming structure and meets at the bottom of wedge, having a longitudinal axis, a middle region , a frrst end and
and wherein the improvement comprises a variable cross - a second end opposite the fast end, said method comprising;
section of the apparatus ; wherein an angle of an utverted a) supporting the forming trough at the first end with a
slope at each end of the trough is less than an angle of an first end support block and at the second end with a
inverted slope at a center of the trough . 60 second end support block;

14. T]te improved apparatus ofclaim 13 , wherein a width b) restraining the forming trough at a lower portion of the
of the trough at an end of the trough is Tess than a width of first end; and
the trough at a center of the trough . c) applying a force to the ends of the trough to counteract

IS. The improved apparatus ofefaim I3 , wherein an angle stress caused by the farces nfgravity, wherein the farce
vfau inverted sloped at a center ofthe trough is substantially Gs causes the thermal creep to occur prirnarily inthe lon-
greater than llte angle of the inverted slopes not in the center gitudinaf direction, Thus minimizing the effect on mo]-
of the trough , ten glass flow caused by thermal creep.
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25. The system of claim 24 , wherein any deformation of
the farming trough that results from WermaI creep has a
minimal effect on a thiclnress variation of the glass sheet.

26. An improved epparntus for forming sheet glass,
wherein the apparatus includes a trough for receiving molten 5
glass that has sides attached to a wedged slurped sheet
forming structure that has downwardly sloping sides con-
verging at the bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet is
formed when molten glass flows over the sides of the trough,
down the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped ro
sheet forming structure and meets at the bottom of the
wedge, and wherein the improvement comprises a bowl
connected to the inflow gipe at an end opposite the trough
via a downcomer gipe, wherein the molten glass is fed into
the bowl at an angle between 30 degrees and ]80 degrees is
with respect tv the axis of the centerline of the trough such
chat the less desirable glass is not on the surface of the sheet,
wherein the apparatus reduces a plurality of inhomogeneities
in the glass forming the usable portion of the formed sheet.

27. The improved apparatus of claim 26, whereiun the glass io
is fed io the howl at an angle of 180 degrees such that the
less desirable glass proceeds to the far end unusable edge
section of the formed glass sheet.

28. The improved apparatus of claim 26, wherein the glass
is fed to the bawl at an angle of approximately 45 degrees 2s
such that the less desirable glass proceeds to the inflow end
unusable edge section of the formed glass shed.

29. A method for reducing the sag rate of a forming trough
having a longitudinal axis, a middle region , a first end, and
a second end opposite Ehe first end , said method comprising: 9D

a) supporting the forming trough at the first end and the
second end;

b) applying a moment at the first end; and

c} applying a moment at the second end such that the
moment counteract stresses caused by a force of grav-
ity, wherein the moment causes the thermal creep to
occurprimarily inthe longitudinal direction , thus mini-
mizing an effect on molten glass flaw caused by sag-
ging due to thermal creep in the middle region.

30. The method of claim 29, fitrtlter comprising the steps
of:

d) applying a forge at the Errs[ end; and
e) applying a force at the second end.
31. An improved apparatus for forming sheet glass,

wherein the apparatus includes a trough for receiving molten
glass that lots sides attached to a wedged shaped sheet
farming structure that bas downwardly sloping sides con-
verging al the bottom of the wedge such that a glass sheet is
formed when molten glass flows aver the sides of the trough,
down the downwardly sloping sides of the wedged shaped
sheet forming strucure and meets at the bottom of the
wedge, and wherein the improvement comprises:

a) at Ieasl one inlet end support block located a[ an inlet
end of the trough , wherein the inlet end support block
supports the trough; and

h) at feast one far and support black located at an opposite
end of the trough as the inlet end support block,
wherein the far end support black supports ilre trough;

wherein the inlet end support black and the far ead
support block are shaped to distribute forz;e in the
trough to counteract the effect of the weight of the
trough such that the farce causes the thermal creep to
occur primarily in the longitudinal direction.

* t ^ s r
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